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Data structure 

In computer programs the user may require to deal with data in order to deal with data 

the data must be organized in the specific manner. So the data structure is an organized 

collection of data with some allowable operations. 

Another definition is the logical or mathematical representation of data in a main 

memory of computer is called data structure.    

Data structures are used in almost every program or software system. Data structures 

provide a means to manage huge amounts of data efficiently, such as large databases 

and internet indexing services. 

Types of data structure  

The data structure can be classified into three ways. 

(1)  Linear and non linear. 

(2)  Static and dynamic. 

(3)  Homogeneous and non homogeneous. 

 

 

Linear and non lineare 
In case of linear data structure the data items are arranged in a linear sequence 

and follow the same height in their data organization. 

Ex- Array, Linked list. 

In case of non linear data structure the data items will be organized in a 

hierarchical sequence. 

Ex- tree. 

 

Static and dynamic 

In case of static data structure, the fixed size of value will be organized and the size 

will be decided at the time of program compilation. 

Ex- Array. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_indexing


In case of dynamic data structure the size can be extended or reduced at the time 

of program execution. 

Ex- linked list. 

 

Homogeneous and non homogeneous 
 

In case of homogeneous data structure the data value belongs to the same type 

will be organized. For ex- Array. 

In case of nonhomogeneous data structure the data value either belongs to the 

same type or different type will be organized. For ex- Structure. 

 

Operations on Data Structure  

 

Transverse 
 

Accessing each record exactly once so that certain items in the record may be 

processed.(This accessing or processing is sometimes called 'visiting" the 

records.) 

 

Searching 

 

Finding the location of the record with a given key value, or finding the locations 

of all records, which satisfy one or more conditions. 

 

Insertion 

 

Adding a new record in currently data structure the insertion can be take place 

from the beginning, mid, last of the data structure. 

 

Deletion 

 

Deleting a record form the current data structure is called deletion. The deletion 

can also be take place from the beginning, mid, end. 



 

Merging 

 

Adding a two record and merg into them create a single record is called Merging. 

 

Analysis of algorithms 

The analysis of algorithms is the determination of the amount of resources (such as 
time and storage) necessary to execute them. Most algorithms are designed to work 
with inputs of arbitrary length. Usually the efficiency or running time of an algorithm is 
stated as a function relating the input length to the number of steps (time complexity) or 
storage locations (space complexity). 

Algorithm analysis is an important part of a broader computational complexity theory, 
which provides theoretical estimates for the resources needed by any algorithm which 
solves a given computational problem. These estimates provide an insight into 
reasonable directions of search for efficient algorithms. 

In theoretical analysis of algorithms it is common to estimate their complexity in the 
asymptotic sense, i.e., to estimate the complexity function for arbitrarily large input. Big 
O notation, omega notation and theta notation are used to this end.  

 

Time Space Complexity trade off  

 

The algorithm complexity in data structure can be defined in terms of time and space. it 
is called Time and Space complexity. Here the space complexity means how much 
amount of memory space is used by the algorithm. Where as the time complexity means 
the required number of steps to execute the algorithm. An algorithm is analyzed  
according to these two but unfortunetly these two complexity can not be reduced 
together. If we want to reduce the space complexity then time complexity increased. 
And we want to reduce time complexity then space is increased. 

big-O notation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_complexity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_complexity_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_O_notation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_O_notation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Omega_notation&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Theta_notation&action=edit&redlink=1


Definition: A theoretical measure of the execution of an algorithm, usually the time or memory 
needed, given the problem size n, which is usually the number of items. Informally, saying some 
equation f(n) = O(g(n)) means it is less than some constant multiple of g(n). The notation is read, "f of 
n is big oh of g of n".  

Formal Definition: f(n) = O(g(n)) means there are positive constants c and k, such that 0 ≤ f(n) ≤ 
cg(n) for all n ≥ k. The values of c and k must be fixed for the function f and must not depend on n.  

 

 

 Introduction to Stack 

When developing the computer program or software the user may required to organize 
the data in the manner of stack. Tis helps the user to solve the aithmatic expression, 
compiler designing, memory management in operating system. 

The stack is a linear data structure that is used to insert and delete the data value at the 
one end. In this case the most recently arrived data will be removed first from the stack. 
The data organization in a stack will take place in manner of last in first out. The 
insertion and deletion of the element will be from the open end. 

The stack data structure can be represented such as follows.   

 

http://xlinux.nist.gov/dads/HTML/algorithm.html


 

The open end of the stack is known as stack top. The insertion and deletion operation on 
a stack is known as push and pop. 

 

 

Stack operations  

There are the following operations that can be performed on the stack. 

1. Create a stack. 

2. Check whether the stack is empty or not. 

3. Check whether the stack is full or not. 

4. Initialize a stack. 

5. Push an element. 

6. Pop an element. 

7. Read a stack top. 

8. Print the entire stack. 

 

Implementation of stack 

 
The stack data structure that is the special case of list  can be implemented in two 

ways. 

1. Static implementation. 



2. Dynamic implementation. 

 

Static implementation 

 
The static implementation of the stack can be performed in case of definite set of 

values. It is implemented by using an array and the index called top. Initially the top 

will be initialized by -1. 

Array                                                top  

 

 

 -1 

             

Check for an empty stack    

 

The user may required to check whether the stack is empty or not. If the value of stack 

top is -1 it means the stack is empty otherwise not.    

 

Ex-                                        if (top==-1) 

                                             Stack is empty. 

                                             Else 

                                            Stack is full.     

 

Check of full stack 

 

Sometimes the user may required to check whether the stack is full or not. If the value 

of stack top is equals to SIZE-1, where SIZE is the array length it means that the stack 

is full otherwise not. 

 

Ex-                                     if (top==SIZE-1) 

                                           Stack is full. 

                                           Else  

                                           Stack is not full. 

 

 
  
            
  
 



Program for Stack (Static Implementation)     

 

WAP based on menu to perform the following stack operation by using static 

implantation of SIZE 5. 

1. Push an element. 

2. Pop an element. 

3. Display top. 

4. Display Stack. 

 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

#include<Process.h> 

#define SIZE 5 

Int stack[SIZE]; 

Int top=-1; 

Void main() 

{ 

Int value,choice,i; 

Do 

{ 

clrscr(); 

printf(“1. Push an element\n”); 

printf(“2. Pop an element\n”); 

printf(“3. Display top\n”); 

printf(“4. Display Stack\n”); 

printf(“Enter the choice\n”); 

scanf(“%d”,&choice); 

switch(choice) 

{ 

Case 1: if(top==SIZE-1) 

             { 

               printf(“the stack is full\n”); 

              } 

Else 

{ 



printf(“Enter the number to push\n”); 

scanf(“%d”,,&value); 

top=top+1; 

stack[top]=value; 

} 

break; 

case 2: if(top==-1) 

           { 

              Printf(“the stack is empty\n”); 

            } 

          else 

           { 

            value=stack[top]; 

            top=top-1; 

           printf(“%d is pooped”,value); 

           } 

           break; 

case 3: if(top==-1) 

           { 

              Printf(“the stack is empty\n”); 

            } 

            else 

          { 

           printf(“the stack top is %d”,stack[top]); 

          } 

case 4:  if(top==-1) 

           { 

              Printf(“the stack is empty\n”); 

            } 

            else 

           { 

               printf(“List of values are \n”); 

               for(i=top;i>=0;i=i-1) 

               { 

                   printf(“%d”,stack[i]); 



                       } 

                   break; 

case 5: exit(0); 

default: printf(“invalide choice\n”); 

} 

getch(); 

} 

while(1); 

} 

Stack Applicatons 

Stack is used where LIFO manner is required. The stack is required in recursion, check 

a string is palindrome, and converting infix expression to postfix notation (polish 

notation)  

Example of Recursion 

A program to implement the recursive function for computing the factorial of the given 

number. 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

int fact(int); 

void main() 

{ 

int n; 

clrscr(); 

printf(“Enter the number\n”); 



scanf(“%d”,&n); 

printf(“\n factorial of  %d is %d”, n, fact(n)); 

getch(); 

} 

int fact(int) 

{ 

if(i==0) 

return 1; 

else  

return(i*fact(i-1)); 

} 

 

Program to check whether the string is palindrome or not. 

 

#define SIZE 10 

char stack[SIZE]; 

int top=-1; 

void main() 

{ 

char str[SIZE]; 

int  i; 

printf(“enter the string\n”); 

scanf(“%s”,str); 



for(i=0;str[i]!=’\0’;i=i+1) 

{ 

if(top==SIZE-1) 

{ 

printf(“Stack overflow\n”); 

exit(0); 

} 

top=top+1; 

stack[top]=str[i]; 

} 

i=0; 

while(top!=-1) 

{ 

if(stack[top]!=str[i]) 

{ 

break; 

} 

top=top-1; 

i++; 

} 

if(top=-1) 

{ 

printf(“the string is palindrome\n”); 



} 

else 

{ 

   printf(“string is not palindrome\n”); 

} 

getch(); 

} 

 

Polish notation 

The important application of stack is the evaluation of arithmetic expressions. The 

general way of writing arithmetic expression is known as the infix notation where the 

binary operator is placed between the operand. When the binary operator is placed 

before the operands is called prefix. When the binary operator is placed after the 

operands then it is called postfix expression. 

 For ex- a+b is infix expression. 

             +ab is prefix expression. 

             ab+ is postfix expression. 

 

Algorithm for infix to postfix conversion 

Infix Expression :  
 
Any expression in the standard form like "2*3-4/5" is an Infix(Inorder) expression. 
 
Postfix Expression :  
 
The Postfix(Postorder) form of the above expression is "23*45/-". 
 



Infix to Postfix Conversion :  
 
In normal algebra we use the infix notation like a+b*c. The corresponding postfix 
notation is abc*+. The algorithm for the conversion is as follows :  

 Scan the Infix string from left to right. 
 Initialise an empty stack. 
 If the scannned character is an operand, add it to the Postfix string. If the scanned 

character is an operator and if the stack is empty Push the character to stack. 
 If the scanned character is an Operand and the stack is not empty, compare 

the precedence of the character with the element on top of the stack 
(topStack). If topStack has higher precedence over the scanned character 
Pop the stack else Push the scanned character to stack. Repeat this step as 
long as stack is not empty and topStack has precedence over the character. 

Repeat this step till all the characters are scanned. 

 (After all characters are scanned, we have to add any character that the stack may 
have to the Postfix string.) If stack is not empty add topStack to Postfix string and 
Pop the stack. Repeat this step as long as stack is not empty. 

 Return the Postfix string.  

Example :  
 
Let us see how the above algorithm will be imlemented using an example.  
 
Infix String : a+b*c-d  
 
Initially the Stack is empty and our Postfix string has no characters. Now, the first 
character scanned is 'a'. 'a' is added to the Postfix string. The next character scanned is 
'+'. It being an operator, it is pushed to the stack.  

 
Stack 

 
Postfix String 

 

Next character scanned is 'b' which will be placed in the Postfix string. Next character is 



'*' which is an operator. Now, the top element of the stack is '+' which has lower 
precedence than '*', so '*' will be pushed to the stack.  

 
Stack 

 
Postfix String 

 

The next character is 'c' which is placed in the Postfix string. Next character scanned is 
'-'. The topmost character in the stack is '*' which has a higher precedence than '-'. Thus 
'*' will be popped out from the stack and added to the Postfix string. Even now the stack 
is not empty. Now the topmost element of the stack is '+' which has equal priority to '-'. 
So pop the '+' from the stack and add it to the Postfix string. The '-' will be pushed to the 
stack.  

 
Stack 

 
Postfix String 

 

Next character is 'd' which is added to Postfix string. Now all characters have been 
scanned so we must pop the remaining elements from the stack and add it to the Postfix 
string. At this stage we have only a '-' in the stack. It is popped out and added to the 
Postfix string. So, after all characters are scanned, this is how the stack and Postfix 
string will be :  

 
Stack 

 
Postfix String 

 

End result : 

 Infix String : a+b*c-d 
 Postfix String : abc*+d- 

Program for infix to postfix conversion. 



#define SIZE 20 

#define STACKSIZE 10 

void main() 

{ 

char expr[SIZE],ch; 

char stack[STACKSIZE]; 

int top=-1,i; 

int precedence(char); 

printf(“enter an arithmetic expression\n”); 

scanf(“%s”expr); 

for(i=0;expr[i]!=’\0’;i=i+1) 

{ 

ch=expr[i]; 

if((ch>=’A’&&ch<=’Z’)||(ch>=’a’&&ch<=’z’)) 
{ 

Printf(“%c”,ch); 

continue; 

} 

while((top=-1)&&(precedence(stack[top])>=precedence(ch))) 

{ 

printf(“%c”,stack[top]); 

top=top-1; 

} 

top=top+1; 

stack[top]=ch; 

} 

while(top!=-1) 

{ 

Printf(“%c”,stack[top]); 

top=top-1; 

} 

} 

int precedence(char ch) 

{ 

switch(ch) 



{ 

case ‘$’: return(3); 

case ‘*’: 
case ‘%’: 
case ‘/’: 
return(2); 

case +: 

case ‘-‘: 
return(1); 

default: return(0); 

} 

} 

 

Introduction to QUEUE 

 
There are the several applications where the user may required to organize the data value in 

the same sequence in which they occur in the application. 

A queue is an ordered collection of data items, where the data items will be inserted at one 

end. And will be deleted from another end. The end from where the data element is removed 

is known as front. Where as another end wher the data element will be inserted is known as 

rear. The queue is also known as the FIFO list. 

 

For ex-                          

65 75 95 105 115 125 135 
    Front                                                     Rear  

 

Operations on Queue 

 

There are the following operations that can be performed on the queue data structure. 

(1)     Create a queue. 

(2)     Check whether the queue is empty or not. 

(3) Check whether the queue is full or not. 

(4) Insert an element at the rear. 

(5)   Remove an element from the front. 



(6) Repeat the front of the queue. 

(7) Print the entire queue. 

 

 

Types of the queue  

 

There are the following types that can be used the implementation of FIFO structure. 

1. Simple queue. 

2. Circular queue. 

3. Priority queue. 

 

1. Simple queue   

In case of simple queue implementation, the insertion of the element will take place at 

the rear whereas the deletion can be take place from the front. 

Queue data structure can be implemented in two ways. 

1. Static implementation. 

2. Dynamic implementation. 

 

1. Static implementation 

 

Sometimes the user may required to implement a queue where the set of data 

elements are predefined. In this case the queue can be implemented by using an 

array. 

In this case the two indexes are required to control the insertion and deletion of 

the data elements called front and rear. 

Initially the front will be initialized by 0 and rear will be initialized by -1. 

If rear=-1 it means that the queue is empty. 

 

Program to perform the following queue operations on the queue of size 5. 

1. Insert an element. 

2. Remove an element. 

3. Display front. 

4. Display queue. 



 

#include<conio.h> 
#include<stdio.h> 
#define size 5 
int queue[size]; 
int front=0,rear=-1; 
void main() 
{ 
int value,choice,i; 
clrscr(); 
printf("1.Insert an element\n"); 
printf("2.remove an element\n"); 
printf("3.display front\n"); 
printf("4.dispay queue\n"); 
printf("5.Exit \n"); 
do 
{ 
printf("Enter the choice \n"); 
scanf("%d",&choice); 
switch(choice) 
{ 
case 1: if(rear+1==size) 
{ 
printf("queue is full\n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
printf("Enter the value to insert \n"); 
scanf("%d",&value); 
rear=rear+1; 
queue[rear]=value; 
} break; 
case 2: if(rear<front) 
{ 
printf("queue is empty \n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
value=queue[front]; 



for(i=1;i<=rear;i++) 
{ 
queue[i-1]=queue[i]; 
} 
rear=rear-1; 
}break; 
case 3: if(rear<front) 
{printf("queue is empty \n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
printf("value at front=%d",queue[front]); 
 
} 
break; 
case 4: if(rear<front) 
{ 
printf("queue is empty \n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
printf("list of element's are\n"); 
for(i=front;i<=rear;i=i+1) 
{ 
printf("%d",queue[i]); 
} 
} 
break; 
case 5: 
exit(0); 
default: printf("invalide choice\n"); 
} 
} 
while(1); 
} 

 

 



The concept of Circular Queue 

 

When the data element are organized into a queue, the insertion of an element will take 

place at the rear whereas the deletion can be take place from the front when the element is 

deleted from the front the rest of all element of the queue will be shifted and that will take 

more time. To overcome with this kind of problem a special kind of queue is used which 

is a called circular queue. 

 In case of circular queue the last element will be followed by the first element of the 

queue. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Program for circular queue 



#include<stdio.h> 
#define SIZE 5 
void insert(); 
void delet(); 
void display(); 
int queue[SIZE], rear=-1, front=-1, item; 
main() 
{ 
int ch; 
do 
{ 
printf("\n\n1.\tInsert\n2.\tDelete\n3.\tDisplay\n4.\tExit\n"); 
printf("\nEnter your choice: "); 
scanf("%d", &ch); 
switch(ch) 
{ 
case 1: 
insert(); 
break; 
case 2: 
delet(); 
break; 
case 3: 
display(); 
break; 
case 4: 
exit(0); 
default: 
printf("\n\nInvalid choice. Pleasr try again...\n"); 
} 
} while(1); 
getch(); 
} 
void insert() 
{ 
if((front==0 && rear==SIZE-1) || (front==rear+1)) 
printf("\n\nQueue is full."); 
else 
{ 
printf("\n\nEnter ITEM: "); 



scanf("%d", &item); 
if(rear == -1) 
{ 
rear = 0; 
front = 0; 
} 
else if(rear == SIZE-1) 
rear = 0; 
else 
rear++; 
queue[rear] = item; 
printf("\n\nItem inserted: %d\n", item); 
} 
} 
void delet() 
{ 
if(front == -1) 
printf("\n\nQueue is empty.\n"); 
else 
{ 
item = queue[front]; 
if(front == rear) 
{ 
front = -1; 
rear = -1; 
} 
else if(front == SIZE-1) 
front = 0; 
else 
front++; 
printf("\n\nITEM deleted: %d", item); 
} 
} 
void display() 
{ 
int i; 
if((front == -1) || (front==rear+1)) 
printf("\n\nQueue is empty.\n"); 
else 
{ 



printf("\n\n"); 
for(i=front; i<=rear; i++) 
printf("\t%d",queue[i]); 
} 

} 

 

Priority Queue 

 

A priority queue is also a collection of data elements, where the data element will be 

organized according to their priority levels. The order in which the element will be added 

or removed will depended upon the priority of the element. 

There are the following points to observe in case of priority queue. 

1. The element will be higher priority will be processed first than the lower priority 

element. 

2. If there are elements with the same priority, then the element added first in queue will 

be processed first. 

 

Note- there are the several applications in which the priority queue can be implemented 

such as job scheduling in operating system, message passing network etc. 

   

Implementation of the priority queue 

 

The priority queue can be implemented in two ways. 

1. Static implementation. 

2. Dynamic implementation. 

 

Static implementation 

 

Sometimes the user may required to organize a fixed set of data elements into a 

queue in this case the priority queue can be implemented by using an array. 

Each individual element of a priority queue will have three data items such as value, 

priority and order. 

 The structure definition of the priority queue can be given such as follows. 

 

Ex-         struct node 



               { 

                     int info; 

                     int priority; 

                     int order; 

               }; 

Program for priority queue 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#define SIZE 5 
struct node 
{ 
int info; 
int priority; 
int order; 
}; 
struct node queue[SIZE]; 
int front,rear; 
void main() 
{ 
struct node temp; 
int phase,i,ord=0,choice; 
front=0,rear=-1; 
 
do 
{ 
clrscr(); 
printf("1 inter an elelment\n"); 
printf("2 remove an elelment\n"); 
printf("3 dispaly front\n"); 
printf("4 dispaly queue\n"); 
printf("5 exit\n"); 
scanf("%d",&choice); 
switch(choice) 
{ 
case 1: 
if(rear+1==SIZE) 
{ 
printf("queue is full"); 



} 
else 
 { 
printf("enter a value & priority"); 
scanf("%d%d",&temp.info,&temp.priority); 
ord++; 
temp.order=ord; 
rear++; 
queue[rear]=temp; 
for(phase=0;phase<rear;phase++) 
{ 
for(i=0;i<rear;i++) 
{ 
if(queue[i].priority>queue[i+1].priority) 
{ 
temp=queue[i]; 
queue[i]=queue[i+1]; 
queue[i+1]=temp; 
} 
else 
{ 
if(queue[i].priority==queue[i+1].priority) 
{ 
if(queue[i].order>queue[i+1].order) 
{ 
temp=queue[i]; 
queue[i]=queue[i+1]; 
queue[i+1]=temp; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
break; 
case 2: if(rear<front) 
{ 
printf("queue is empty\n"); 
} 
else 



{ 
temp=queue[front]; 
for(i=1;i<=rear;i=i+1) 
{ 
queue[i-1]=queue[i]; 
} 
rear=rear-1; 
printf("the element %d priority %d is removed",temp.info,temp.priority); 
} 
break; 
case 3: if(rear<front) 
{ 
printf("queue is empty\n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
printf("%d element %d priority at front\n",queue[front].info,queue[front].priority); 
} 
break; 
case 4: if(rear<front) 
{ 
printf("queue is empty\n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
printf("list of elements are\n"); 
for(i=front;i<=rear;i=i+1) 
{ 
printf("value=%d priority=%d",queue[i].info,queue[i].priority); 
} 
} 
break; 
case 5: exit(0); 
default:  printf("invalide choice\n"); 
} 
getch(); 
} 
while(1); 
} 



Array 

An array in C Programming Language can be defined as number of memory locations, 
each of which can store the same data type and which can be references through the 
same variable name. 

An array is a collective name given to a group of similar quantities. These similar 
quantities could be percentage marks of 100 students, number of chairs in home, or 
salaries of 300 employees or ages of 25 students. Thus an array is a collection of similar 
elements. These similar elements could be all integers or all floats or all characters etc. 
Usually, the array of characters is called a “string”, where as an array of integers or 
floats are called simply an array. All elements of any given array must be of the same 
type i.e. we can’t have an array of 10 numbers, of which 5 are ints and 5 are floats. 

 

Declaration of an Array 

     Arrays must be declared before they can be used in the program. Standard array 
declaration is as 

type variable_name[lengthofarray]; 

Here type specifies the variable type of the element which is going to be stored in the 
array. In C programmin language we can declare the array of any basic standard type 
which C language supports. For example 

double height[10]; 

float width[20]; 

int min[9]; 

char name[20]; 

In C Language, arrays starts at position 0. The elements of the array occupy adjacent 
locations in memory. C Language treats the name of the array as if it were a pointer to 
the first element This is important in understanding how to do arithmetic with arrays. 
Any item in the array can be accessed through its index, and it can be accesed any 
where from with in the program. So 



m=height[0]; 

variable m will have the value of first item of array height. 

The program below will declare an array of five integers and print all the elements of 
the array. 

int myArray[5] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; //declare and initialize the array in one statement 

int studentAge[4]; 

studentAge[0]=14; 

studentAge[1]=13; 

studentAge[2]=15; 

studentAge[3]=16; 

 

Use of array in function 

The array can be used inside the fuction by passing the array inside the argument list of the 

function. 

Here we give an example for array in the function 

#include<stdio.h> 

   #include<conio.h> 

   void read(int *,int); 

   void dis(int *,int); 

   

   void main() 

   { 

    int a[5],b[5],c[5],i; 

 

    printf("Enter the elements of first list \n"); 

    read(a,5); 

    printf("The elements of first list are \n"); 



    dis(a,5); 

   } 

 

   void read(int c[],int i) 

   { 

    int j; 

    for(j=0;j<i;j++) 

      scanf("%d",&c[j]); 

    fflush(stdin); 

   } 

 

   void dis(int d[],int i) 

   { 

    int j; 

    for(j=0;j<i;j++) 

    printf("%d ",d[j]); 

    printf("\n"); 

   } 

 

Multidimensional Arrays 

In C Language one can have arrays of any dimensions. To understand the concept 
of multidimensional arrays let us consider the following 4 X 5 matrix 

Row 
number (i) 

Column numbers (j) 

0 11 3 5 -9 -6 

1 5 6 -8 7 24 

2 -8 9 2 12 45 

3 10 13 -10 4 5 

Let us assume the name of matrix is x 

To access a particular element from the array we have to use two subscripts on for row 
number and other for column number the notation is of the form X [i] [j] where i stands 
for row subscripts and j stands for column subscripts. Thus X [0] [0] refers to 10, X [2] 



[1] refers to 16 and so on In short multi dimensional arrays are defined more or less in 
the same manner as single dimensional arrays, except that for subscripts you require 
two squire two square brackets. We will restrict our decision to two dimensional arrays. 

Below given are some typical two-dimensional array definitions 

float table [50] [50]; 
char line [24] [40]; 

The first example defines tables as a floating point array having 50 rows and 50 
columns. the number of elements will be 2500 (50 X50). 

The second declaration example establishes an array line of type character with 24 rows 
and 40 columns. The number of elements will be (24 X 40) 1920 consider the following 
two dimensional array definition int values [3] [4] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, 12, 
}; 

Values [0] [0] = 1 Values [0] [1] = 2 Values [0] [2] = 3 Values [0] [3] = 4 
Values [1] [0] = 5 Values [1] [1] = 6 Values [1] [2] = 7 Values [1] [3] = 8 
Values [2] [0] = 9 Values [2] [1] = 10 Values [2] [2] = 11 Values [2] [3] = 12 

Here the first subscript stands for the row number and second one for column number. 
First subscript ranges from 0 to 2 and there are altogether 3 rows second one ranges 
from 0 to 3 and there are altogether 4 columns. 

Alternatively the above definition can be defined and initialised as 

int values [3] [4] = { 
 { 
  1, 2, 3, 4 
 } 
 { 
  5, 6, 7, 8 
 } 
 { 
  9, 10, 11, 12 
 } 
}; 

Here the values in first pair of braces are initialised to elements of first row, the values 
of second pair of inner braces are assigned to second row and so on. Note that outer pair 



of curly braces is required. If there are two few values within a pair of braces the 
remaining elements will be assigned as zeros. 

Here is a sample program that stores roll numbers and marks obtained by a student side 
by side in matrix 

main ( ) 
{ 
 int stud [4] [2]; 
 int i, j; 
 for (i =0; i < =3; i ++) 
 { 
  printf ("\n Enter roll no. and marks"); 
  scanf ("%d%d", &stud [i] [0], &stud [i] [1] ); 
 } 
 for (i = 0; i < = 3; i ++) 
 printf ("\n %d %d", stud [i] [0], stud [i] [1]); 
} 

The above example illustrates how a two dimensional array can be read and how the 
values stored in the array can be displayed on screen. 

 

Pointer 

 Pointer is a user defined data type which creates special types of variables which can hold 

the address of primitive data type like char, int, float, double or user defined data type like 

function, pointer etc. or derived data type like array, structure, union, enum. 

Examples: 
 

int *ptr; 
 The following simple pointer declaration and definition: 
int a=5; 
int * ptr; 
ptr=&a; 
 
About variable a: 
1. Name of variable : a 



2. Value of variable which it keeps: 5 
3. Address where it has stored in memory : 1025 (assume) 
About variable ptr: 
4. Name of variable : ptr 
5. Value of variable which it keeps: 1025 
6. Address where it has stored in memory : 5000 (assume) 
Pictorial representation: 
 

 

 

Note: A variable where it will be stored in memory is decided by operating system. We 
cannot guess at which location a particular variable will be stored in memory. 

 

Call by Value and Call by Reference 

In C programming language, variables can be referred differently depending on the 
context. For example, if you are writing a program for a low memory system, you may 
want to avoid copying larger sized types such as struts and arrays when passing them to 
functions. On the other hand, with data types like integers, there is no point in passing 
by reference when a pointer to an integer is the same size in memory as an integer itself. 

Now, let us learn how variables can be passed in a C program. 

Pass By Value 

Passing a variable by value makes a copy of the variable before passing it onto a 
function. This means that if you try to modify the value inside a function, it will only 
have the modified value inside that function. One the function returns, the variable you 
passed it will have the same value it had before you passed it into the function. 
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Pass By Reference 

There are two instances where a variable is passed by reference: 

1. When you modify the value of the passed variable locally and also the value of 
the variable in the calling function as well. 

2. To avoid making a copy of the variable for efficiency reasons. 

Let's have a quick example that will illustrate both concepts. 

xytotals.c: 
Sample Code 

1. #include <stdio.h> 
2. #include <stdlib.h> 
3.   
4. void printtotal(int total); 
5. void addxy(int x, int y, int total); 
6. void subxy(int x, int y, int *total); 
7.   
8. void main() { 
9.   
10.   int x, y, total; 
11.   x = 10; 
12.   y = 5; 
13.   total = 0; 
14.   
15.   printtotal(total); 
16.   addxy(x, y, total); 
17.   
18.   printtotal(total); 
19.   
20.   subxy(x, y, &total); 
21.   printtotal(total); 
22. } 
23.   
24. void printtotal(int total) { 
25.   printf("Total in Main: %dn", total); 
26. } 
27.   



28. void addxy(int x, int y, int total) { 
29.   total = x + y; 
30.   printf("Total from inside addxy: %dn", total); 
31. } 
32.   
33. void subxy(int x, int y, int *total) { 
34.   *total = x - y; 
35.   printf("Total from inside subxy: %dn", *total); 
36. } 
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Here is the output: 

 

There are three functions in the above program. In the first two functions variable is 
passed by value, but in the third function, the variable `total` is passed to it by reference. 
This is identified by the “*” operator in its declaration. 

The program prints the value of variable `total` from the main function before any 
operations have been performed. It has 0 in the output as expected.  

Then we pass the variables by value the 2nd function addxy, it receives a copy of `x`, 
`y`, and `total`. The value of `total` from inside that function after adding x and y 
together is 15. 

Notice that once addxy has exited and we print `total` again its value remains 0 even 
though we passed it from the main function. This is because when a variable is passed 
by value, the function works on a copy of that value. They were two different `total` 
variables in memory simultaneously. The one we set to 15 in the addxy function, was 
removed from memory once the addxy function finished executing.  However, the 
original variable `total` remains 0 when we print its value from main.  



Now we subtract y from x using the subxy function. This time we pass variable `total` 
by reference (using the “address of” operator (&)) to the subxy function.  

Note how we use the dereference operator “*” to get the value of total inside the 
function. This is necessary, because you want the value in variable `total`, not the 
address of variable `total` that was passed in. 

Now we print the value of variable `total` from main again after the subxy function 
finishes. We get a value of 5, which matches the value of total printed from inside of 
subxy function.  The reason is because by passing a variable total by reference we did 
not make a copy of the variable `total` instead we passed the address in memory of the 
same variable `total` used in the function main. In other words we only had one total 
variable during entire code execution time. 

 

Structure 

A structure is a collection of variables under a single name. These variables can be of 
different types, and each has a name which is used to select it from the structure. A 
structure is a convenient way of grouping several pieces of related information together.  

A structure can be defined as a new named type, thus extending the number of available 
types. 

Defining a Structure 

A structure type is usually defined near to the start of a file using a typedef statement. 
typedef defines and names a new type, allowing its use throughout the program. 
typedefs usually occur just after the #define and #include statements in a file.  

Here is an example structure definition.  

 
  typedef struct { 
          char name[64]; 
          char course[128]; 
          int age; 
          int year; 
  } student; 



This defines a new type student variables of type student can be declared as follows.  

 
  student st_rec; 
Notice how similar this is to declaring an int or float.  

The variable name is st_rec, it has members called name, course, age and year.  

Array of structure 

A structure can be passed as a function argument just like any other variable. This raises 
a few practical issues.  

Where we wish to modify the value of members of the structure, we must pass a pointer 
to that structure. This is just like passing a pointer to an int type argument whose value 
we wish to change.  

If we are only interested in one member of a structure, it is probably simpler to just pass 
that member. This will make for a simpler function, which is easier to re-use. Of course 
if we wish to change the value of that member, we should pass a pointer to it.  

When a structure is passed as an argument, each member of the structure is copied. This 
can prove expensive where structures are large or functions are called frequently. 
Passing and working with pointers to large structures may be more efficient in such 
cases.  

Example -  

#include <stdio.h> 

 
   

 

 
typedef struct _student{ 

 
    char name[50]; 

 

 
    unsigned int mark; 

 
} student; 

 

 
   

 
   



 

 
   

 
void print_list(student list[], int size); 

 

 
void read_list(student list[], int size); 

 
   

 

 
   

 
   

 

15 void main(){ 

16    

 

17 
    const int size = 
3; 

18     student list[size]; 

 

19       

20     read_list(list,size); 

 

21    

22     print_list(list,size); 

 

23    

24    

 

25 } 

26   

 

27 void read_list(student list[], int size) 

28 { 

 

29     printf("Please enter the student information:\n"); 

30    

 



31     for(int i = 0; i < size;i++){ 

32         printf("\nname:"); 

 

33         scanf("%S",&list[i].name); 

34    

 

35         printf("\nmark:"); 

36         scanf("%U",&list[i].mark); 

 

37     } 

38    

 

39 } 

40   

 

41 void print_list(student list[], int size){ 

42     printf("Students' information:\n"); 

 

43       

44     for(int i = 0; i < size;i++){ 

 

45         printf("\nname: %s, mark: %u",list[i].name,list[i].mark); 

46     } 

 

47 } 

Here is program's output 

Please enter the student information: 
  
name:Jack 
  
mark:5 
  
name:Anna 
  



mark:7 
  
name:Harry 
  
mark:8 
Students' information: 
  
name: J, mark: 5 
name: A, mark: 7 
name: H, mark: 8 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

                                                           Linked List 

When an array is used in the program to implement a list there are several 

drawbacks with the static implementation of the list by using array such as follows. 

1. The amount of memory space may get wasted if the list is sort than the array 

size. 

2. The list implemented by using an array can not grow or shrink at the time of 

program execution. 

3. The operation like insertion and deletion requires a lot of movement of data. 

 

The linked list is a list of data element called node. Each node will capable to 

store the data value as well as the address of the next node. 

   

Info Ptr 
 

                                                   Data    address  

The biggest advantage of the linked list it helps in the implementation of the list 

where the size is unknown. 

 

Operations on the linked list 

 

there are the following basic operations that can be performed on the linked list 

1. Create a list. 

2. Check for an empty list. 

3. Search for an element in the list. 

4. Search for the successor or predecessor. 

5. Delete an element. 

6. Insert an element in specified location. 

7. Retrieve an element. 

8. Update an element. 

9. Sort a list. 

10. Point a list. 

11. Determine the size or number of operations in the list. 



12. Delete the entire list. 

Types of the linked list 

 

The list can be implemented in different way. 

1. Singly linked list. 

2. Doubly linked list. 

3. Circular linked list. 

 

Singly linked list 

In case of singly linked list, each of the element will capable to store the data value as 

well as address of their successor element. 

The component of the linked list can be categorized such as follows 

1. Last pointer 2. Nodes.   

 

Graphical representation of the singly liked list 

 

The singly linked list can be represented such as follows  

 

   begin                                                                                   end  

                                                                                                   

 

 

 

    

 

 

Note – in case of singly linked list because there will be no successor of the last element 

so it points to NULL as a successor. 

 

 



Structure representation of the singly linked list 

Structure representation of the singly lined list can be given such as follows  

 

Ex- struct node 

      { 

         int info; 

        struct node *next; 

      }; 

Note – a structure that contains the address of similar type of structure is known as self 

referential structure. 

 

Program for singly linked list 

struct node 

      { 

         int info; 

        struct node *next; 

      }; 

struct node * begin=NULL,*end=NULL; 

void main() 

{ 

struct node *ptr; 

char choice; 

do 



{ 

ptr=(struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 

if(ptr==NULL) 

{ 

printf(“memory allocation failed\n”); 

exit(0); 

} 

  printf(“enter an integer number\n”); 

scanf(“%d”,&ptr->info); 

ptr->next=NULL; 

if(begin==NULL) 

{ 

begin=ptr; 

end=ptr; 

} 

else 

{ 

end->next=ptr; 

end=ptr; 

} 

printf(“do you wish to repeat(y/n)”); 

fflush(stdin); 

scanf(“%c”,&choice); 



} 

while(choice==’Y’||choice==’y’); 

printf(“list of values are\n”); 

ptr=begin; 

while(ptr!=NULL) 

{ 

printf(“%d”,ptr->info); 

ptr=ptr->next; 

} 

while(begin!=NULL) 

{ 

ptr=begin; 

begin=begin->next; 

free(ptr); 

} 

 Function for attach a node from the beginning of linked list. 

void attachbegin(struct node *ptr) 

 

{ 

if(begin==NULL) 

{ 

begin=end=ptr; 

} 



else 

{ 

ptr->next=begin; 

begin=ptr; 

} 

} 

Function for attach a node from the end of the linked list. 

void attachend(struct node *ptr) 

{ 

if(begin==NULL) 

{ 

begin=end=ptr; 

} 

Else 

{ 

end->next=ptr; 

end=ptr; 

} 

 Function for attach a node in sorted list of values. 

void insertmid(struct node *ptr) 

{ 

struct node *current,*previous; 

current=begin; 



while(current!=NULL) 

{ 

if(current->info>ptr->info) 

{ 

break; 

 } 

previous=current; 

current=current->next; 

} 

previous->next=ptr; 

ptr->next=current; 

} 

} 

Function for delete a node from the beginning of linked list. 

int deletebegin(void) 

{ 

struct node *ptr; 

int num; 

if(begin==NULL) 

{ 

return(0); 

} 

else 



{ 

ptr=begin; 

begin=begin->next; 

num=ptr->info; 

free(ptr); 

return(num); 

} 

} 

Function for delete a node from the end of the linked list. 

int deleteend(void) 

{ 

struct node *current,*previous; 

int num; 

current=begin; 

while(current->next!=NULL) 

{ 

previous=current; 

current=current->next; 

} 

previous->next=NULL; 

num=current->info; 

free(current); 

end=previous; 



return(num); 

} 

Function for delete a node in between of the linked list. 

void deletebetween(int num) 

{ 

struct node *previous,*current; 

current=begin; 

while(current!=NULL) 

{ 

if(current->info==num) 

{ 

break; 

} 

previous=current; 

current=current->next; 

} 

previous->next=current->next; 

free(current); 

} 

 

The concept of doubly linked list 



In case of doubly linked list each of the node contains the information as well as the 

address of their successor element as well as the address of their predecessor element so 

that the list can be processed in both the direction forward as well as backward. 

Structure representation of the double liked list 

 The structure of the doubly liked list can be defined such as follows. 

struct node 

{ 

struct node *prev; 

int info; 

struct node *next; 

}; 

Graphical representation of the doubly linked list 

The graphical representation of the doubly linked list can be given such as follows. 

 

begin         end 

 

 

 

 

 

Program for doubly linked list 

#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 

X     



struct node 
{ 
struct node *prev; 
int info; 
struct node *next; 
}; 
struct node *begin=NULL,*end=NULL; 
void main() 
{ 
struct node *ptr; 
char choice; 
do 
{ 
clrscr(); 
ptr=(struct node*)malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 
if(ptr==NULL) 
{ 
printf("memory allocation failled\n"); 
exit(0); 
} 
printf("Enter an integer\n"); 
scanf("%d",&ptr->info); 
ptr->prev=ptr->next=NULL; 
if(begin==NULL) 
{ 
begin=end=ptr; 
} 
else 
{ 
end->next=ptr; 
ptr->prev=end; 
end=ptr; 
} 
fflush(stdin); 
printf("do you wish to reapet \n"); 
scanf("%c",&choice); 
} 
while(choice=='Y'||choice=='y'); 
printf("forword list of values are \n"); 
ptr=begin; 



while(ptr!=NULL) 
{ 
printf("%d\n",ptr->info); 
ptr=ptr->next; 
} 
printf("backword list of value \n"); 
ptr=end; 
while(ptr!=NULL) 
{ 
printf("%d\n",ptr->info); 
ptr=ptr->prev; 
} 
while(begin!=NULL) 
{ 
ptr=begin; 
begin=begin->next; 
free(ptr); 
} 
getch(); 
} 

 

 

Introduction to circular linked list 

A circular linked list is a special linked list in which a last node of the list will contain the 

address of first node of the linked list. 

It means the node will contain a value and the address of their successor element where the 

last node will contain the address of the first node. 

 

Graphical representation of the circular linked list 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program to implement the circular linked list 

struct node 

{ 

int info; 

struct node *next; 

}; 

struct node *begin=NULL,*end=NULL; 

struct node *createnode(void); 

void init(struct node *); 

void attach(struct node *); 

void display(void); 

void freelist(void); 

void main() 



{ 

struct node *ptr; 

char choice; 

do  

{ 

ptr=createnode(); 

if(ptr==NULL) 

{ 

ptirntf(“memory allocation fialed\n”); 

exit(0); 

} 

init(ptr); 

attach(ptr); 

printf(“do you wish to repeat(y/n)\n”); 

fflush(stdin); 

scanf(“%c”&choice); 

while(choice==’Y’||choice==’y’); 

display(); 

freelist(); 

} 

struct node * createnode(void) 

{ 

struct node *ptr; 



ptr=(struct node *)malooc(sizeof(struct node)); 

return(ptr); 

} 

void init(struct node *) 

{ 

printf(“enter an integer\n”); 

scanf(“%d”,&ptr->info); 

ptr->next=NULL; 

} 

void attach(struct node *ptr) 

{ 

if(begin==NULL) 

{ 

begin=end=ptr; 

end->next=begin; 

} 

void display(void) 

{ 

struct node *ptr; 

ptr=begin; 

printf(“list of values are\n”); 

do 

{ 



printf(“%d”,ptr->info); 

ptr=ptr->next; 

} 

while(ptr!=begin); 

} 

Dynamic implementation of stack 

Sometimes an application may required to organize the set if values where the number 

of values are not confirmed in the stack. In such a situation the stack can be 

implemented dynamic. 

The dynamic implementation of stack can be performed by using linked list. 

stackptr  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In case of dynamic implementation of stack the user will required a pointer that points 

to the top most element of the tack the insertion and deletion on the stack will be 

performed through the stack pointer.  

 

Program to implement dynamic stack 

 X 



#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
struct node 
{ 
int info; 
struct node *next; 
}; 
struct node *stackptr=NULL; 
void main() 
{ 
struct node *ptr=NULL; 
int choice; 
do 
{ 
clrscr(); 
printf("1 to push to element\n"); 
printf("2 to pop to element\n"); 
printf("3 to disalay top\n"); 
printf("4 to dispaly stack\n"); 
printf("5 to exit\n"); 
printf("enter the choice\n"); 
scanf("%d",&choice); 
switch(choice) 
{ 
case 1: 
ptr=(struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 
if(ptr==NULL) 
{ 
printf("stack over flow\n"); 
exit(0); 
} 
else 
{ 
printf("enter an integer no\n"); 
scanf("%d",&ptr->info); 
ptr->next=NULL; 
ptr->next=stackptr; 
stackptr=ptr; 
} 
break; 



case 2: 
 
if(stackptr==NULL) 
{ 
printf("satck under flow\n"); 
   } 
else 
{ 
ptr=stackptr; 
stackptr=stackptr->next; 
printf("%d is poped",ptr->info); 
free(ptr); 
} 
break; 
case 3: 
if(stackptr==NULL) 
{ 
printf("stack is under flow"); 
} 
else 
{ 
printf("%d",stackptr->info); 
} 
break; 
case 4: 
printf("the stack is \n"); 
if(stackptr==NULL) 
{ 
printf("stack under flow"); 
} 
else 
{ 
ptr=stackptr; 
while(ptr!=NULL) 
{ 
printf("%d\n",ptr->info); 
ptr=ptr->next; 
} 
} 
break; 



case 5: 
while(stackptr!=NULL) 
{ 
ptr=stackptr; 
stackptr=stackptr->next; 
free(ptr); 
} 
exit(0); 
default: 
printf("invalid choice\n"); 
} 
getch(); 
} 
while(1); 
} 

 

Dynamic implementaion of queue 

Sometimes the user may required to implement a queue, where the size of the queue is 

not predefined. In this case the user may implement a queue as dynamic. 

The dynamic implementation of queue can be performed by using linked list. The link 

list implementation of the queue will required the two queue pointer called front and 

rear. 

The rear will used to insert an element in the queue where as the deletion can be 

performed from the front. 

Front           Rear 

   

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Progam to implement a dynamic queue 
 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
struct node 
{ 
int info; 
struct node *next; 
}; 
struct node*front=NULL,*rear=NULL; 
struct node *createnode(void); 
void insert(struct node *); 
int removele(void); 
void displayfront(void); 
void freequeue(void); 
void main() 
{ 
int choice,value; 
struct node*ptr=NULL; 
do 
{ 
clrscr(); 
printf("1.insert an element \n"); 
printf("2.remove element \n"); 
printf("3.display front \n"); 
printf("4.display queue \n"); 
printf("5.exit \n"); 
printf("enter the choice \n"); 
scanf("%d",&choice); 
switch(choice) 
{ 
case 1: 
ptr=createnode(); 
if(ptr==NULL) 
{ 
printf("queue is full \n"); 
} 



else 
{ 
insert(ptr); 
} 
break; 
case 2: 
if(front==NULL) 
{ 
printf("queue is empty \n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
value=removele(); 
printf("%d queue is removed",value); 
} 
break; 
case 3: 
if(front==NULL) 
{ 
printf("queue is empty \n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
displayfront(); 
} 
break; 
case 4: 
if(front==NULL) 
{ 
printf("queue is empty \n"); 
} 
else 
{ 
displayqueue(); 
} 
break; 
case 5: 
freequeue(); 
exit(0); 
default: 



printf("invalide choice \n"); 
} 
getch(); 
} 
while(1); 
} 
struct node *createnode(void) 
{ 
struct node *ptr; 
ptr=(struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node)); 
return(ptr); 
} 
void insert(struct node *ptr) 
{ 
printf("inter a value to insert \n"); 
scanf("%d",&ptr->info); 
ptr->next=NULL; 
if(front==NULL) 
{ 
front=rear=ptr; 
} 
else 
{ 
rear->next=ptr; 
rear=ptr; 
} 
} 
int removele(void) 
{ 
int value; 
struct node*ptr; 
ptr=front; 
front=front->next; 
value=ptr->info; 
free(ptr); 
return(value); 
} 

 



 

 

Tree  

A tree is a widely used data structure that simulates a hierarchical tree structure with a 
set of linked nodes. 

Mathematically, it is an ordered directed tree, more specifically an arborescence: an 
acyclic connected graph where each node has zero or more children nodes and at most 
one parent node. Furthermore, the children of each node have a specific order. 

Contents 

figure of an unordered tree 

 

A node is a structure which may contain a value, a condition, or represent a separate 
data structure (which could be a tree of its own). Each node in a tree has zero or more 
child nodes, which are below it in the tree (by convention, trees are drawn growing 
downwards). A node that has a child is called the child's parent node (or ancestor 

node, or superior). A node has at most one parent. 

An internal node (also known as an inner node or branch node) is any node of a tree 
that has child nodes. Similarly, an external node (also known as an outer node, leaf 

node, or terminal node) is any node that does not have child nodes. 

The topmost node in a tree is called the root node. Being the topmost node, the root 
node will not have a parent. It is the node at which operations on the tree commonly 
begin (although some algorithms begin with the leaf nodes and work up ending at the 
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root). All other nodes can be reached from it by following edges or links. (In the formal 
definition, each such path is also unique). In diagrams, it is typically drawn at the top. 
In some trees, such as heaps, the root node has special properties. Every node in a tree 
can be seen as the root node of the subtree rooted at that node. A free tree is a tree that 
is not rooted. 

The height of a node is the length of the longest downward path to a leaf from that 
node. The height of the root is the height of the tree. The depth of a node is the length 
of the path to its root (i.e., its root path). This is commonly needed in the manipulation 
of the various self balancing trees, AVL Trees in particular. Conventionally, the value 
−1 corresponds to a subtree with no nodes, whereas zero corresponds to a subtree with 
one node. 

A subtree of a tree T is a tree consisting of a node in T and all of its descendants in T. 
(This is different from the formal definition of subtree used in graph theory.[1]) The 
subtree corresponding to the root node is the entire tree; the subtree corresponding to 
any other node is called a proper subtree (in analogy to the term proper subset). 

Binary tree 

A binary tree is a tree data structure in which each node has at most two child nodes, 
usually distinguished as "left" and "right". Nodes with children are parent nodes, and 
child nodes may contain references to their parents. Outside the tree, there is often a 
reference to the "root" node (the ancestor of all nodes), if it exists. Any node in the data 
structure can be reached by starting at root node and repeatedly following references to 
either the left or right child. 

 

a simple binay tree of size 9 depth 11 
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 A directed edge refers to the link from the parent to the child (the arrows in the 
picture of the tree). 

 The root node of a tree is the node with no parents. There is at most one root 
node in a rooted tree. 

 A leaf node has no children. 
 The depth of a node n is the length of the path from the root to the node. The set 

of all nodes at a given depth is sometimes called a level of the tree. The root node 
is at depth zero. 

 The depth (or height) of a tree is the length of the path from the root to the 
deepest node in the tree. A (rooted) tree with only one node (the root) has a depth 
of zero. 

 Siblings are nodes that share the same parent node. 
 A node p is an ancestor of a node q if it exists on the path from the root to node 

q. The node q is then termed as a descendant of p. 
 The size of a node is the number of descendants it has including itself. 
 In-degree of a node is the number of edges arriving at that node. 
 Out-degree of a node is the number of edges leaving that node. 
 The root is the only node in the tree with In-degree = 0. 
 All the leaf nodes have Out-degree = 0. 

Forms of the binary tree 

The binary tree are two types  

Complete binary tree  

A binary tree is said to be complete binary tree if all the leaf node of the tree are the 
same level. At any level n of the binary tree there can be atmost2n  nodes. 

At n=0 there can be at most 20 =1 node. 

At n=1 there can be at most 21=2 node. 

At n=2 there can be at most 22=4 node. 

. 

. 

At level n there can be at most 2n node. 
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A complete binary tree of level 3 

Extended binary tree 

A binary tree is said to be extended binary tree or 2 trees if all node are either 0 degree 
or 2 degree. The node that have 0 node is in the form of rectangular shape and the node 
that have 2 nodes are in circle shape.   

 

 

                                    

 

 



 

 

 

Binary search tree 

 

 A binary search tree (BST) is a node based binary tree data structure which has the 
following properties: 

 The left subtree of a node contains only nodes with keys less than the node's key. 
 The right subtree of a node contains only nodes with keys greater than the node's 

key. 
 Both the left and right subtrees must also be binary search trees. 

From the above properties it naturally follows that: 

 Each node (item in the tree) has a distinct key. 

Generally, the information represented by each node is a record rather than a single 
data element. However, for sequencing purposes, nodes are compared according to their 
keys rather than any part of their their associated records. 

The major advantage of binary search trees over other data structures is that the related 
sorting algorithms and search algorithms such as in-order traversal can be very efficient. 

Binary search trees are a fundamental data structure used to construct more abstract data 
structures such as sets, multi sets, and associative arrays. 



 

 
 

A binary search tree of size 9 and depth 3, with root 8 and leaves 1, 4, 7 and 13 
 

Program for implementing binary search tree  

Operations on binary search tree  */ 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
/*Creation of binary tree*/ 
typedef struct s 
{ 
 int val; 
 struct s *left; 
 struct s *right; 
}binarynode; 
int height(binarynode *p); 
void insert(binarynode **,int); 
void inorder(binarynode *); 
void preorder(binarynode *); 
void postorder(binarynode *); 
void delete(binarynode **); 
int height(binarynode *p) 
{ 
 int h=0,lh=0,rh=0; 
 if (p->left!=NULL) 
  lh=(1+height(p->left)); 
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 else if (p->right!=NULL) 
  rh=(1+height(p->right)); 
 h=lh>rh?lh:rh; 
 return(h); 
} 
void insert(binarynode **r,int a) 
{ 
        if((*r)==NULL) 
        { 
                (*r)=(binarynode *)malloc(sizeof(binarynode)); 
                (*r)->val=a; 
                (*r)->left=NULL; 
                (*r)->right=NULL; 
        } 
        else 
        { 
                if((*r)->val>a) 
                        insert(&(*r)->left,a); 
                else if((*r)->val<a) 
                        insert(&(*r)->right,a); 
                else 
                { 
                        printf("Value is existing\n"); 
                        return; 
                } 
        } 
} 
 
void inorder(binarynode * r) 
{ 
 if (r->left!=NULL) 
 { 
  inorder(r->left); 
  printf("%d\n",r->val); 
 } 
 else 
  printf("%d\n",r->val); 
 if (r->right!=NULL) 
  inorder(r->right); 
 return; 



} 
void preorder(binarynode * r) 
{ 
 if (r==NULL) 
  exit(1); 
 else 
  printf("%d\n",r->val); 
 if (r->left!=NULL) 
  preorder(r->left); 
 if (r->right!=NULL) 
  preorder(r->right); 
 return; 
} 
void postorder(binarynode * r) 
{ 
 if (r->left!=NULL) 
  postorder(r->left); 
 if (r->right!=NULL) 
  postorder(r->right); 
 if (r!=NULL) 
  printf("%d\n",r->val); 
 return; 
} 
void delete(binarynode **r) 
{ 
 binarynode *q; 
 if (*r==NULL) 
  printf("Can not delete empty node\n"); 
 else if ((*r)->right==NULL) 
 { 
  q=*r; 
  *r=(*r)->left; 
  free(q); 
 } 
 else if ((*r)->left==NULL) 
 { 
  q=*r; 
  *r=(*r)->right; 
  free(q); 
 } 



 else 
 { 
  for (q=(*r)->right;q->left;q=q->left) 
   ; 
  q->left=(*r)->left; 
  q=*r; 
  *r=(*r)->right; 
  free(q); 
 } 
} 
int main(void) 
{ 
 int a,n,h; 
 char ch='y'; 
 binarynode * r; 
 clrscr(); 
 r=(binarynode *)malloc(sizeof(binarynode)); 
 printf("Enter a value\n"); 
 scanf("%d",&r->val); 
 r->left=NULL; 
 r->right=NULL; 
 printf("Do u want to add to the tree?[y/n]:"); 
 fflush(stdin); 
 scanf("%c",&ch); 
 do 
 { 
  printf("\n\t1.Add to the tree"); 
  printf("\n\t2.Find height of tree"); 
  printf("\n\t3.Inorder traversal"); 
  printf("\n\t4.Preorder taversal"); 
  printf("\n\t5.Postorder traversal"); 
  printf("\n\t6.Delete node"); 
  printf("\n\t7.Exit"); 
  printf("\n\n Enter your choice:"); 
  scanf("%d",&n); 
  if (n<0 || n>7) 
  { 
   printf("Invalid choice\n"); 
   exit(0); 
  } 



  else 
  { 
  switch(n) 
  { 
   case 1: 
    printf("Enter a value\n"); 
    scanf("%d",&a); 
    insert(&r,a); 
    break; 
   case 2: 
    printf("The ht. of tree is %d",height(r)); 
    break; 
   case 3: 
    printf("The inordered b-tree is :"); 
    inorder(r); 
    break; 
   case 4: 
    printf("The preordered tra-tree is"); 
    preorder(r); 
    break; 
   case 5: 
    printf("The postordered tra-tree is"); 
    postorder(r); 
    break; 
   case 6: 
    printf("One node has been deleted"); 
    delete(&r); 
    break; 
   case 7: 
    exit(0); 
  } 
  } 
 printf("\nDo u want to continue?[y/n]:"); 
 fflush(stdin); 
 scanf("%c",&ch); 
 }while(ch=='y'); 
 return(0); 
 
getch(); 
} 



 

Program for inserting a node in a BST 

void insert(binarynode **r,int a) 
{ 
        if((*r)==NULL) 
        { 
                (*r)=(binarynode *)malloc(sizeof(binarynode)); 
                (*r)->val=a; 
                (*r)->left=NULL; 
                (*r)->right=NULL; 
        } 
        else 
        { 
                if((*r)->val>a) 
                        insert(&(*r)->left,a); 
                else if((*r)->val<a) 
                        insert(&(*r)->right,a); 
                else 
                { 
                        printf("Value is existing\n"); 
                        return; 
                } 
        } 
} 
 

Program for deleting a node in BST 

void delete(binarynode **r) 
{ 
 binarynode *q; 
 if (*r==NULL) 
  printf("Can not delete empty node\n"); 
 else if ((*r)->right==NULL) 
 { 
  q=*r; 
  *r=(*r)->left; 
  free(q); 
 } 



 else if ((*r)->left==NULL) 
 { 
  q=*r; 
  *r=(*r)->right; 
  free(q); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  for (q=(*r)->right;q->left;q=q->left) 
   ; 
  q->left=(*r)->left; 
  q=*r; 
  *r=(*r)->right; 
  free(q); 
 } 
} 

 

Function for finding the height of the BST 

int height(binarynode *p) 
{ 
 int h=0,lh=0,rh=0; 
 if (p->left!=NULL) 
  lh=(1+height(p->left)); 
 else if (p->right!=NULL) 
  rh=(1+height(p->right)); 
 h=lh>rh?lh:rh; 
 return(h); 
} 

 

Function for inorder traversal 

void inorder(binarynode * r) 
{ 
 if (r->left!=NULL) 
 { 
  inorder(r->left); 
  printf("%d\n",r->val); 
 } 



 else 
  printf("%d\n",r->val); 
 if (r->right!=NULL) 
  inorder(r->right); 
 return; 
} 

 

Function for preorder traversal 

void preorder(binarynode * r) 
{ 
 if (r==NULL) 
  exit(1); 
 else 
  printf("%d\n",r->val); 
 if (r->left!=NULL) 
  preorder(r->left); 
 if (r->right!=NULL) 
  preorder(r->right); 
 return; 
} 
 
 

Function for postorder traversal 

void postorder(binarynode * r) 
{ 
 if (r->left!=NULL) 
  postorder(r->left); 
 if (r->right!=NULL) 
  postorder(r->right); 
 if (r!=NULL) 
  printf("%d\n",r->val); 
 return; 
} 

 

 

  



Threaded binary tree 

 

A binary tree is threaded by making all right child pointers that would normally be null 

point to the inorder successor of the node, and all left child pointers that would 

normally be null point to the inorder predecessor of the node. 

 

 

Structure representation of threaded binary tree   

typedef struct 

{ 

int info; 

struct node *left; 

char lthread; 

struct node *right; 

char rthread; 

}; 

Right threaded binary tree 

In this tree the right NULL pointer of each node points to its in order successor such a 

right NULL pointer is known as right threaded. 



Left threaded binary tree 

In this tree the right NULL pointer of each node points to its in order predecessor such a 

left NULL pointer is known as left threaded. 

Full threaded binary tree  

In this case both right and left NULL pointer points to their in order successor and in 

order predecessor respectively. 

 

Threaded storage representation  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 



B tree 

 B-tree is a tree data structure that keeps data sorted and allows searches, sequential 

access, insertions, and deletions in logarithmic time. The B-tree is a generalization of a 

binary search tree in that a node  

can have more than two children. 

B-trees, internal (non-leaf) nodes can have a variable number of child nodes within 

some pre-defined range. When data is inserted or removed from a node, its number of 

child nodes changes. In order to maintain the pre-defined range, internal nodes may be 

joined or split. Because a range of child nodes is permitted, B-trees do not need re-

balancing as frequently as other self-balancing search trees, but may waste some space, 

since nodes are not entirely full. The lower and upper bounds on the number of child 

nodes are typically fixed for a particular implementation. 

 

B tree of order 5 

 

B
+
 tree 

B+ tree is a type of tree which represents sorted data in a way that allows for efficient 
insertion, retrieval and removal of records, each of which is identified by a key. It is a 
dynamic, multilevel index, with maximum and minimum bounds on the number of keys 
in each index segment (usually called a "block" or "node"). In a B+ tree, in contrast to a 
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B-tree, all records are stored at the leaf level of the tree; only keys are stored in interior 
nodes. 

The primary value of a B+ tree is in storing data for efficient retrieval in a block-
oriented storage context—in particular, file systems. This is primarily because unlike 
binary search trees, B+ trees have very highfanout (typically on the order of 100 or 
more), which reduces the number of I/O operations required to find an element in the 
tree. 

 

A simple B+ tree example linking the keys 1–7 to data values d1-d7. The linked list (red) 

allows rapid in-order traversal. 

 

AVL trees 

an AVL tree is a self-balancing binary search tree, and it was the first such data 

structure to be invented.[1] In an AVL tree, the heights of the two child subtrees of any 

node differ by at most one. Lookup, insertion, and deletion all take O(log n) time in 

both the average and worst cases, where n is the number of nodes in the tree prior to the 

operation. Insertions and deletions may require the tree to be rebalanced by one or more 

tree rotations. In other words AVL tree is a binary search tree where the height of the 

left subtree differs from the height of the right subtree by at most 1 level, if it exceeds 1 

level then rebalancing occurs. 

The AVL tree is named after its two Soviet inventors, G. M. Adelson-Velskii and 

E. M. Landis, who published it in their 1962 paper "An algorithm for the organization 

of information."[2] 
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AVL trees are often compared with red-black trees because they support the same set of 

operations and because red-black trees also take O(log n) time for the basic operations. 

Because AVL trees are more rigidly balanced, they are faster than red-black trees for 

lookup intensive applications. 

  

 

  

 

Introduction to Searching  

In most of the computer applications, the user may required to find a data element into a 

list or a set of data values is known as searching. 

The searching operation is most widely used operation required by the computer 

application. 

The search operation can be performed in two ways. 

1. Sequential search 

2. Binary search 

 

Sequential search- the searching of element into a linear way is the sequential 

search. It can be performed in such a situation where the list contain the unsorted list of 

values. It can be performed either onto an array or linked list.    
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In sequential search the user need to start the serach from the beginning and scan the 

element one by one until the end of the array or linked list. If the search is successful 

then it will return the location of an element otherwise it will return the failure notice. 

 

Program for linear search  

 

#include<stdio.h>  

#include<conio.h>  

void main()  

{  

clrscr();  

int i,n,item,a[20];  

printf("\nEnter no of elements=");  

scanf("%d",&n);  

printf("\nEnter %d elements=",n);  

for(i=0;i<n;i++)  

{  

scanf("%d",&a[i]);  

}  

printf("\nEnter the element to be search=");  

scanf("%d",&item);  

for(i=0;i<n;i++)  

{  

if(a[i]==item)  

{  

printf("\n\t%d is present at position %d",a[i],i+1);  

break;  

}  

}  

if(i==n)  

printf("\nElement is not Present");  

getch();  

} 



 

Analysis of linear search 

In the best case, where the element is found at first position, the search operation 

terminates successfully with only one comparison,. Thus in this case the complexity of 

algorithm is O(1). In the worst case when the element to be search appeared at the end 

of the list or not presented in the list linear search require n comparisons. In both cases 

the average complexity of the algorithm is O(n). 

 

 

Binary search    

Sometimes the user may require searching an element on the sorted list of values. In 

this case the binary search can be used. It is essential that the list of values must be 

sorted either in ascending order or descending order. 

According to the binary search the user will compare the element with middle element 

of the list, if it is not equal then the element can either be in half in the second half of 

the list. If it is in the first half then the upper index will change and repeat the operation 

until the element will not found in the list. 

Program for binary search 

#include<stdio.h> 
  
main() 
{ 
   int c, first, last, middle, n, search, array[100]; 
  
   printf("Enter number of elements\n"); 
   scanf("%d",&n); 
  
   printf("Enter %d integers\n", n); 
  
   for ( c = 0 ; c < n ; c++ ) 
      scanf("%d",&array[c]); 
  



   printf("Enter value to find\n"); 
   scanf("%d",&search); 
  
   first = 0; 
   last = n - 1; 
   middle = (first+last)/2; 
  
   while( first <= last ) 
   { 
      if ( array[middle] < search ) 
         first = middle + 1;     
      else if ( array[middle] == search )  
      { 
         printf("%d found at location %d.\n", search, middle+1); 
         break; 
      } 
      else 
         last = middle - 1; 
  
      middle = (first + last)/2; 
   } 
   if ( first > last ) 
      printf("Not found! %d is not present in the list.\n", search); 
  
   return 0;    
} 
 

Analysis of binary search 

 

In each iteration, binary search algorithm reduces the array to one half, therefore for an 

array containing n elements, there will be log2n iterations. Thus the complexity of 

binary search algorithm is O(log2n). 

 

 

 

Introduction to sorting 



The efficient routine for finding data in an array was based on the premise that the data 
being searched was already sorted. Indeed, computers are used so extensively to process 
data collections that in many installations, a great deal of their time is spent maintaining 
that data in sorted order in the first place. It turns out that methods of searching a sorted 
list have much in common with methods of achieving that sorted condition. 

In order to concentrate on sorting abstractions without having to be concerned with the 
type of data being sorted, most of the code presented in the rest of this chapter will be 
designed to sort only a single kind of data, namely arrays of cardinals. Only minor 
modifications in a few places are necessary to use the code presented in the next few 
sections for other kinds of data. The sorts presented here can be made generic enough to 
sort any kind of data, but that step requires some programming abstractions that will not 
be taken until chapter twelve, so the topic will be revisited in chapter thirteen with that 
aspect in view. 

The basic premise behind sorting an array is that its elements start out in some 
(presumably) random order and need to be arranged from lowest to highest. If the 
number of items to be sorted is small, a human reader may be able to tell at a glance 
what the correct order ought to be. If there are a large number of items, a more 
systematic approach is required. To do this, it is necessary to think about what it means 
for an array to be sorted. It is easy to see that the list 

1, 5, 6, 19, 23, 45, 67, 98, 124, 401 

Is sorted, whereas the list 

4, 1, 90, 34, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 

is not. The property that makes the second one "not sorted" is that there are adjacent 
elements that are out of order. The first item is greater than the second instead of less, 
and likewise the third is greater than the fourth and so on. 

Once this observation is made, it is not very hard to devise a sort that proceeds by 
examining adjacent elements to see if they are in order, and swapping them if they are 
not. 

 



The Bubble Sort 

This most elementary sorting method proceeds by scanning through the elements a pair 
at a time, and swapping any adjacent pairs it finds to be out of order. Thus, for the list in 
the example above, the first two items are swapped, then the (new) second item is 
compared to the third (and not swapped,) the third is compared to the fourth, and so on 
to the end. The list would be altered as follows (comparisons are emphasized.) 

 

4, 1, 90, 34, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 90, 34, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 90, 34, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 34, 90, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 34, 90, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 34, 90, 45, 100, 23, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 34, 90, 45, 23, 100, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 34, 90, 45, 23, 82, 100, 11, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 34, 90, 45, 23, 82, 11, 100, 0, 600, 345 
1, 4, 34, 90, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 100, 600, 345 
1, 4, 34, 90, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 100, 600, 345 

1, 4, 34, 90, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 100, 345, 600 

Unfortunately, the list is not yet sorted, as there are still several places where adjacent 
items are out of order. The number 0, for instance, which should be first, is in the ninth 
slot. Notice, however, that the largest item worked its way to the top position, and 
indeed, this algorithm will always force this to happen. Thus, if at this point the same 
strategy is continued, it is only the first n-1 items that need to be scanned. On the 
second pass, the second largest item will move to its correct position, and on the third 
pass (stopping at item n-3) the third largest will be in place. It is this gradual 
percolation, or bubbling of the larger items to the top end that gives this sorting 
technique its name. 

There are two ways in which the sort can terminate with everything in the right order. It 
could complete by reaching the n-1st pass and placing the second smallest item in its 
correct position. Alternately, it could find on some earlier pass that nothing needs to be 
swapped. That is, all adjacent pairs are already in the correct order. In this case, there is 
no need to go on to subsequent passes, for the sort is complete already. If the list started 
in sorted order, this would happen on the very first pass. If it started in reverse order, it 
would not happen until the last one. 



The code that follows embodies one way of expressing this algorithm. It requires a 
separate swap procedure, which is included here for the sake of completeness, and for a 
reminder of how swapping is done. Here, the type cardinal is used, but other types 
could also be employed. Note that the array may not be full, and unused items at the end 
are not to be included in the sort, so a cardinal parameter must be passed to inform the 
bubble sort how many items are active. This procedure does no error checking on the 
passed parameter; it is a precondition that the number passed be valid. Also note that 
the array being sorted is numbered [1 .. n], [0 .. n - 1], or in general [a .. a + (n - 1)] 
exterior to the bubble sort procedure, but only [0 .. n - 1] inside it. The procedure will 
therefore be informed where to begin sorting and where to stop , both as an offset from 
the first index. These will be passed in parameters lBound and uBound respectively, and 
there will be the least confusion, of course, if the arrays are numbered by the caller as [0 
.. last]. 

 

Program for bobble sort 

  #include<stdio.h>   

 #include<conio.h>   
     
 void bubble(int a[],int n)   
   {   
          int i,j,t;   
           for(i=n-2;i>=0;i--)   
        {   
             for(j=0;j<=i;j++)   
  
                  {   
                      if(a[j]>a[j+1])   
                                     {   
                                        t=a[j];   
                                      a[j]=a[j+1];   
                                      a[j+1]=t;   
                                    }   
                    }              
     
            }//end for 1.   
      }//end function.   



    
     
 void main()   
   {     
      int a[100],n,i;   
    
       clrscr();   
    
      printf("\n\n Enter integer value for total no.s of elements to be sorted: ");   
        scanf("%d",&n);   
    
        for( i=0;i<=n-1;i++)   
              { printf("\n\n Enter integer value for element no.%d : ",i+1);   
                scanf("%d",&a[i]);   
              }   
     
         bubble(a,n);   
     
         printf("\n\n Finally sorted array is: ");   
         for( i=0;i<=n-1;i++)   
         printf("%3d",a[i]);   
    } 

 

The Selection Sort 

It is not difficult to see that some additional efficiency can be obtained for the bubble 
sort. It uses many swaps to get the largest item into its correct position on each pass, 
and some of these are wasted. If the scan is modified so that it simply finds the largest 
item in the range being scanned and no interchanges are done until the scan is finished, 
all the intermediate swaps can be eliminated. Then, when the pass is complete, the 
largest item can be swapped into the top position for that pass. For instance, starting 
with the list 

4, 1, 90, 34, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 600, 345 

one would find the number 600 to be largest on the first pass (as with the bubble sort,) 
but do only the swap from its present position to the last spot for the pass. Successive 
passes would produce the lists: 



4, 1, 90, 34, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 345, 600 
4, 1, 90, 34, 100, 45, 23, 82, 11, 0, 345, 600 
4, 1, 90, 34, 0, 45, 23, 82, 11, 100, 345, 600 
4, 1, 11, 34, 0, 45, 23, 82, 90, 100, 345, 600 
4, 1, 11, 34, 0, 45, 23, 82, 90, 100, 345, 600 
4, 1, 11, 34, 0, 23, 45, 82, 90, 100, 345, 600 
4, 1, 11, 23, 0, 34, 45, 82, 90, 100, 345, 600 
4, 1, 11, 0, 23, 34, 45, 82, 90, 100, 345, 600 
4, 1, 0, 11, 23, 34, 45, 82, 90, 100, 345, 600 
0, 1, 4, 11, 23, 34, 45, 82, 90, 100, 345, 600 
0, 1, 4, 11, 23, 34, 45, 82, 90, 100, 345, 600 

In each pass, the number successfully placed is underlined. Here is the code to express 
these ideas: 

PROCEDURE SelectSort (VAR source : ARRAY OF CARDINAL; 
        lBound, uBound : CARDINAL); 
(* Pre: uBound <= HIGH (source) and uBound > 0 
    Post : source is selection sorted *) 
 
(* sorts beginning at item # lBound and ending at item #uBound, as numbered inside 
the procedure [0..HIGH], not as on the outside. *) 
 
VAR 
  count, iLarge : CARDINAL; 
   
BEGIN 
  IF uBound > lBound (* otherwise, there is nothing to do *) 
    THEN 
      REPEAT  (* start a new pass here *) 
        iLarge := uBound; 
        (* assume last index is of the largest one *) 
        FOR count := uBound TO lBound BY -1 
        (* scan from current end of list *) 
          DO 
            IF source [count] > source [iLarge] 
            (* look for anything larger *) 
              THEN 
                iLarge := count; 
              END; (* if *) 



          END; (* for *) 
          IF iLarge # uBound 
          (* if equal, its already in right spot *) 
            THEN 
              Swap (source [uBound], source [iLarge]); 
            END; (* if *) 
          DEC (uBound);  (* for next pass examine one less item *) 
        UNTIL uBound = lBound; 
    END; (* if *) 
END SelectSort; 

Notice that a small change was made in the structure of the sort. The scan for the largest 
on each pass is conducted starting at the last index rather than at the low end. This is 
done to maximize the efficiency of the sort in cases where the list is already sorted. The 
index iLarge would in such cases hold the position of the largest item right from the 
start of the scan; no changes of index would take place, and there would be no swap. Of 
course, if the list were reverse sorted to begin with, this choice would reduce efficiency, 
but that possibility is less likely than that it may be sorted prior to beginning. 

This procedure was run with the same test data as the bubble sort and with suitable print 
statements to monitor the progress of the sort. It produced the output below, with the 
original data first. The item correctly placed on each pass is emphasized. 

  234   77    0  113  404   94  900  113   15  300   13  135 
 
Pass number  1 
  234   77    0  113  404   94  135  113   15  300   13  900 
Pass number  2 
  234   77    0  113   13   94  135  113   15  300  404  900 
Pass number  3 
  234   77    0  113   13   94  135  113   15  300  404  900 
Pass number  4 
   15   77    0  113   13   94  135  113  234  300  404  900 
Pass number  5 
   15   77    0  113   13   94  113  135  234  300  404  900 
Pass number  6 
   15   77    0  113   13   94  113  135  234  300  404  900 
Pass number  7 
   15   77    0   94   13  113  113  135  234  300  404  900 
Pass number  8 



   15   77    0   13   94  113  113  135  234  300  404  900 
Pass number  9 
   15   13    0   77   94  113  113  135  234  300  404  900 
Pass number 10 
    0   13   15   77   94  113  113  135  234  300  404  900 
Pass number 11 
    0   13   15   77   94  113  113  135  234  300  404  900 
 
 
Program for selection sort 

#include<stdio.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

#define MAXSIZE 500 

void selection(int elements[], int maxsize); 

int elements[MAXSIZE],maxsize; 

int main() 

{ 

int i; 

printf(“\nHow many elements you want to sort: “); 

scanf(“%d”,&maxsize); 

printf(“\nEnter the values one by one: “); 

for (i = 0; i < maxsize; i++) 

{ 

printf (“\nEnter element %i :”,i); 

scanf(“%d”,&elements[i]); 

} 

printf(“\nArray before sorting:\n”); 

for (i = 0; i < maxsize; i++) 

printf(“[%i], “,elements[i]); 

printf (“\n”); 

selection(elements, maxsize); 

printf(“\nArray after sorting:\n”); 

for (i = 0; i < maxsize; i++) 

printf(“[%i], “, elements[i]); 

} 



void selection(int elements[], int array_size) 

{ 

int i, j, k; 

int min, temp; 

for (i = 0; i < maxsize-1; i++) 

{ 

min = i; 

for (j = i+1; j < maxsize; j++) 

{ 

if (elements[j] < elements[min]) 

min = j; 

} 

temp = elements[i]; 

elements[i] = elements[min]; 

elements[min] = temp; 

} 

} 

 

 

The Insertion Sort 

So far, all that has accomplished is the insertion of single items into an already sorted 
array. While this is a little more than just finding out if it was already there, it is short of 
the goal of arriving at that sorted condition in the first place--or is it?  

In fact, the insert method can be used to sort an array that starts out initially in random 
order. The sort is planned like this: 

1. Assume that the first element of the source array constitutes a sorted list. This list one 
has one thing in it, so it is sorted in a trivial sense. 
2. Start with the next unsorted item source [count] (initially count would equal one.) 
3. Use the procedure above to insert this next item into the sorted part of the array 
(which ends at the position count - 1) at the correct point. 
4. The sorted portion of the array now has two items. Repeat the above process with a 
sorted part that grows by one item at each step until the sorted section is the entire 
array. 



Here is what the procedure to sort the array would then look like: 

PROCEDURE InsertSort (VAR source : ARRAY OF CARDINAL;  lBound, uBound 
: CARDINAL); 
   
VAR 
  count : CARDINAL; 
BEGIN 
  FOR count := lBound TO uBound 
  (* count on indices from second to last for insertions *) 
    DO 
      InsertB (source [count], source, lBound, count); 
    END;  
END InsertSort; 

This sort was tested with a similar test harness to that in the previous module and the 
data: 

  theStuff [1] := 113; theStuff [2] := 77; theStuff [3] := 0; 
  theStuff [4] := 50; theStuff [5] := 113; theStuff [6] := 114; 
  theStuff [7] := 900; theStuff [8] := 113; theStuff [9] := 15; 
  theStuff [10] := 300; theStuff [11] := 13; theStuff [12] := 135; 
  theStuff [13] := 1; 

The procedure was invoked by: 

theSort (theStuff,0,13) 

was made, and a line  

  PrintIt (theStuff,13);  WriteLn; 

was placed on the last line of the FOR loop in the procedure InsertSort to follow the 
progress. The output is given below with the portion of the list that is sorted (within 
itself) underlined. The identical output was obtained using Insert in InsertSort rather 
than InsertB. 

  113   77    0   50  113  114  900  113   15  300   13  135    1 
   77  113    0   50  113  114  900  113   15  300   13  135    1 
    0   77  113   50  113  114  900  113   15  300   13  135    1 
    0   50   77  113  113  114  900  113   15  300   13  135    1 



    0   50   77  113  113  114  900  113   15  300   13  135    1 
    0   50   77  113  113  114  900  113   15  300   13  135    1 
    0   50   77  113  113  114  900  113   15  300   13  135    1 
    0   50   77  113  113  113  114  900   15  300   13  135    1 
    0   15   50   77  113  113  113  114  900  300   13  135    1 
    0   15   50   77  113  113  113  114  300  900   13  135    1 
    0   13   15   50   77  113  113  113  114  300  900  135    1 
    0   13   15   50   77  113  113  113  114  135  300  900    1 
    0    1   13   15   50   77  113  113  113  114  135  300  900 

If one wished instead to do the entire job in a single procedure, (cutting down on the 
overhead of procedure calls,) the plan could be modified as follows: 

1. Assign the value of the item to be sorted to a temporary variable temp. Its current 
position in the array is now expendible. 
2. Proceed through the sorted part of list, comparing temp to the current item at each 
step. (This is linear.) 
3. As this is done, move items that are greater than temp one position closer to the high 
index item, filling the space made available at the last step. 
4. Stop when the correct position for temp is reached. 
5. Put temp in this position. 
6. Continue on to the next index ( the next unsorted item). 
7. Repeat until the last indexed item is processed. 

Program for insertion sort 

 

 #include<stdio.h>   
  #include<conio.h>   
     
     void insertion(int a[],int n)   
     {   
     
      int i,j,x,k;   
     
             for(i=1;i<=n-1;i++)   
       
                  {   
                         j=i;   
     



                         x=a[i];   
     
     
                         while(a[j-1]>x && j>0)   
     
                                   {   
     
                                    a[j]=a[j-1];   
                                      j=j-1;   
     
                                   }   
     
                          a[j]=x;   
     
     
                         printf("\n\n The array after pass no.%d: ",i);   
                         for(k=0;k<=n-1;k++)   
                        printf("%4d",a[k]);   
     
     
                   }//end for.   
     
     
     } //end function.   
     
     void main()   
     
     {   
     
       int a[1000],n,i;   
     
       clrscr();   
     
       printf("\n\nEnter an integer value for total no.s of elements to be sorted: ");   
       scanf("%3d",&n);   
     
       for(i=0;i<=n-1;i++)   
     
            {   
 



     
              printf("\n\nEnter an integer value for element no.%d: ",i+1);   
              scanf("%4d",&a[i]);   
     
            }   
     
     
       insertion(a,n);   
     
     
       printf("\n\n\nFinally sorted array is : ");   
       for(i=0;i<=n-1;i++)   
       printf("%4d",a[i]);   
     
     
     }//end program.   

 

Introduction to Quick sort 

 

 It is sometimes called the position-and-exchange, or divide-and-conquer sort, because 
it depends on carving the original collection of objects into two portions, with the item 
separating the two parts being, in fact, in its correct final position. This contrasts with 
the bubble sort and selection sort, which both place the largest item into its place on a 
given pass, and with all types of insert source, which do not necessarily place any item 
into its final position on a given pass. One proceeds something like this: 

1. Call the first item in the portion list required to be sorted the pivot. 
2. Find the correct final position for the pivot and put it there. 
3. In doing so, ensure that the items placed before the pivot are all less than it and the 
ones placed after the pivot are all greater than it. 
4. This partitions the list into a left sub-list and a right sub-list. 
5. Repeat steps 1-6 recursively for the left sub-list provided it has more than one 
element. 
6. Repeat steps 1-6 recursively for the right sub-list provided it has more than one 
element. 



Each time a sub-list is considered, exactly one item is placed in its correct final position. 
According to the earlier analysis of the binary search pattern, this leads one to conclude 
that log2n lists will be examined in all. This conclusion may be somewhat optimistic, 
however, for it assumes that each step will partition the list exactly in half--an outcome 
that, though desirable, will not always be achieved. Still, this partitioning into two equal 
portions should approximate the behaviour of this algorithm on average, so it is 
worthwhile to proceed. An attempt will be made to fine tune on this point later. 

The method of sorting by partitioning a list into two sub-lists around some pivot, (where 
the items in the left sub-list are all less than the pivot, and those in the right sub-list are 
all greater than the pivot), and then recursively sorting the left and right sub-lists in the 
same manner is called a quick sort. 

 

The key to realizing steps two and three in the sequence above is to start with the next 
item after the pivot, and counting forward, discover the first one that is greater than the 
pivot. (i.e. it really belongs to the right sub-list). One then commences examining items 
from the last in the current list backwards to find the first one that is less than the pivot. 
(i.e. it really belongs to the left sub-list). Since these two items are both now in the 
wrong sub-list, swap them. Then pick up the count again where it left off and continue, 
gradually working toward a collision between the two counters. To see this in operation, 
suppose one begins with the list: 

 

Isolating item #1 (16) as the pivot, scan from #2 and discover that item #4 (44) is the 
first one greater than 16. Suspending the count here, begin with item #11 (17) and work 
backwards. Item #10 (5) is the first one less than 16, so swap it with item #4 to get: 

 

The underscore marks the two that were swapped and also the places where counting 
was suspended in the forward and backward scans. Continuing, the next two that must 
be swapped because they are in the wrong sub-list are item #6 (18) and item #9 (1) so 
the list becomes: 

 

The next item found that is greater than 16 is item #8 (53), but at this point, the count 
from the right passes with the one from the left (at the arrow) without finding another 



item less than the pivot value, so there are no more swaps to make in this pass, and the 
scan has now found the correct place to put the pivot item (at position #7.) 

 

Rather than move everything down and insert it there, observe that the lower items are 
out of order anyway and can be re-positioned later, so it will do to simply swap the 
pivot item with item #7. This produces: 

 

The list is written with the 16 isolated, inverted and separating two sub-lists so as to 
emphasize the fact of the partition. The item 16 is now in the correct position and need 
never be touched again. Because of the way in which the correct position for the item 
16 was located, everything in the left sub-list is now less than 16, and everything in the 
right sub-list is greater than 16 (hence the name pivot). Thinking recursively, it is now 
possible to observe that when the left and right sub-lists are sorted, the entire list will be 
sorted. 

Repeating for the left sub-list yields: 

 

Repeat for the sub-list left of the 8, obtaining 

 

The left sub-list of the pivot 2 is sorted. (one item) When the right sub-list of 2 (two 
items) is sorted, one has: 

 



Now the left sub-list of the last pivot (7) has only one item an so is sorted. Backing up 
the recursion chain, the right sub-list of the pivot 8 also has only one item (9) so it is 
already sorted, too. Backing up farther, the next list to sort is the right sub-list of the 
original pivot 16. 

 

The last right sub-list of the pivot 18 has only one element and is sorted, so the entire 
sort is finished. Note that there were even places where one or the other of the two sub-
lists was empty and also did not need to be considered. 

Having carefully hand-stepped through this sorting method, it is now possible to 
produce the code for the quicksort. This code will depart a little from the previous 
conventions for sorts in this chapter, in that it will assume that it is being called by a 
client that is already numbering the array [0 .. n-1].  

 

Program for Quick sort 

 

#include<stdio.h> 
 

void quicksort(int [10],int,int); 
 

int main(){ 

  int x[20],size,i; 
 

  printf("Enter size of the array: "); 
  scanf("%d",&size); 
 

  printf("Enter %d elements: ",size); 
  for(i=0;i<size;i++) 



    scanf("%d",&x[i]); 
 

  quicksort(x,0,size-1); 
 

  printf("Sorted elements: "); 
  for(i=0;i<size;i++) 
    printf(" %d",x[i]); 
 

  return 0; 
} 
 

void quicksort(int x[10],int first,int last){ 

    int pivot,j,temp,i; 
 

     if(first<last){ 

         pivot=first; 
         i=first; 
         j=last; 
 

         while(i<j){ 

             while(x[i]<=x[pivot]&&i<last) 

                 i++; 
             while(x[j]>x[pivot]) 

                 j--; 
             if(i<j){ 

                 temp=x[i]; 
                  x[i]=x[j]; 
                  x[j]=temp; 
             } 

         } 
 

         temp=x[pivot]; 
         x[pivot]=x[j]; 
         x[j]=temp; 
         quicksort(x,first,j-1); 
         quicksort(x,j+1,last); 
 

    } 

} 
 

Output: 



Enter size of the array: 5 

Enter 5 elements: 3 8 0 1 2 

Sorted elements: 0 1 2 3 8 

 

 

Introduction to Merge sort 

One of the difficulties with the quick sort was the fact that it could not be guaranteed to 
partition the initial list into two (roughly) equal sub-lists, even when the middle item in 
the initial list is chosen as the pivot. This partitioning could be forced to take place, 
though it would be done at the expense of not positioning a particular item in the right 
position when the partition is done. Some other method must then be found to get the 
items in the right positions. 

Suppose upon doing a partition that there is only one item in the sub-list created. Then, 
the sub-list is already sorted, and the routine can return. If there are two items, they can 
be compared and swapped if necessary. On a small scale, this gives a left and right sub-
list (but not around a placed pivot) that are both sorted in themselves. At this point, the 
two lists need to be combined into a single sorted entity before returning to the next 
higher level of the recursive calls. 

It is at this point that a merge is performed and some extra storage is required. Since all 
the sorting routines thus far have sorted open arrays, where the number of elements has 
not been specified ahead of time, it may not be immediately obvious where the extra 
storage space is going to come from. One solution is to enclose the working code in a 
nested procedure with a value parameter to which the array can be copied. The internal 
procedure can then copy from portions of this copy to the actual array which can remain 
global to it. Because the two lists being merged are adjacent in the original array, it is 
not possible to use the trick with the sentinels mentioned above, so the first of the two 
algorithms is employed here. 

Merge list 2 with list 1. 

list 1: 1, 4, 5, 23, 78, 90, 340,1190,3456 
list 2: 150, 234, 250, 300, 340, 456, 784, 987,1121 

On the first pass, only the items in the last two positions are interchanged, and the first 
list is considered sorted at the first position and so shortened, producing: 



1, 4, 5, 23, 78, 90, 340, 987,1121 
150, 234, 250, 300, 340, 456, 784,1190,3456 

which is now interpreted as: 

1, 
4, 5, 23, 78, 90, 340, 987,1121 
150, 234, 250, 300, 340, 456, 784,1190,3456 

and sorted as: 

1, 
4, 5, 23, 78, 90, 340, 784,1121 
150, 234, 250, 300, 340, 456, 987,1190,3456 

and subsequently, as: 

1, 4, 
5, 23, 78, 90, 340, 456, 987 
150, 234, 250, 300, 340, 784,1121,1190,3456 

1, 4, 5, 
23, 78, 90, 300, 340, 784 
150, 234, 250, 340, 456, 987,1121,1190,3456 

1, 4, 5, 23, 
78, 90, 250, 340, 456 
150, 234, 300, 340, 784, 987,1121,1190,3456 

1, 4, 5, 23, 78, 
90, 234, 300, 340 
150, 250, 340, 456, 784, 987,1121,1190,3456 

1, 4, 5, 23, 78, 90, 
150, 250, 340 
234, 300, 340, 456, 784, 987,1121,1190,3456 

1, 4, 5, 23, 78, 90, 150, 
234, 300 
250, 340, 340, 456, 784, 987,1121,1190,3456 



1, 4, 5, 23, 78, 90, 150, 234, 
250 
300, 340, 340, 456, 784, 987,1121,1190,3456 

 

Program for merge sort 

#include  

#include  

 

#define MAX_ARY 10  

 

void merge_sort(int x[], int end, int start);  

 

int main(void) {  

int ary[MAX_ARY];  

int j = 0;  

 

printf("\n\nEnter the elements to be sorted: \n");  

for(j=0;j<MAX_ARY;j++)  

scanf("%d",&ary[j]);  

 

/* array before mergesort */  

printf("Before :");  

for(j = 0; j < MAX_ARY; j++)  

printf(" %d", ary[j]);  

 

printf("\n");  

 

merge_sort(ary, 0, MAX_ARY - 1);  

 

/* array after mergesort */  

printf("After Merge Sort :");  

for(j = 0; j < MAX_ARY; j++)  

printf(" %d", ary[j]);  



 

printf("\n");  

getch();  

}  

 

/* Method to implement Merge Sort*/  

void merge_sort(int x[], int end, int start) {  

int j = 0;  

const int size = start - end + 1;  

int mid = 0;  

int mrg1 = 0;  

int mrg2 = 0;  

int executing[MAX_ARY];  

 

if(end == start)  

return;  

 

mid = (end + start) / 2;  

 

merge_sort(x, end, mid);  

merge_sort(x, mid + 1, start);  

 

for(j = 0; j < size; j++)  

executing[j] = x[end + j];  

 

mrg1 = 0;  

mrg2 = mid - end + 1;  

 

for(j = 0; j < size; j++) {  

if(mrg2 <= start - end)  

if(mrg1 <= mid - end)  

if(executing[mrg1] > executing[mrg2])  

x[j + end] = executing[mrg2++];  

else  

x[j + end] = executing[mrg1++];  



else  

x[j + end] = executing[mrg2++];  

else  

x[j + end] = executing[mrg1++];  

}  

}  

 

Introduction to heap sort 

Heapsort is a comparison-based sorting algorithm to create a sorted array (or list), and is 

part of the selection sort family. Although somewhat slower in practice on most 

machines than a well-implemented quicksort, it has the advantage of a more favorable 

worst-case O(n log n) runtime. Heapsort is an in-place algorithm, but is not a stable 

sort. 

 

Algorithm for heap sort 

function heapSort(a, count) is 
     input:  an unordered array a of length count 
  
     (first place a in max-heap order) 
     heapify(a, count) 
  
     end := count-1 //in languages with zero-based arrays the children are 2*i+1 and 
2*i+2 
     while end > 0 do 
         (swap the root(maximum value) of the heap with the last element of the heap) 
         swap(a[end], a[0]) 
         (decrease the size of the heap by one so that the previous max value will 
         stay in its proper placement)  
         end := end - 1 
         (put the heap back in max-heap order) 
         siftDown(a, 0, end) 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_sort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorting_algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorted_array
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selection_sort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quicksort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_O_notation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In-place_algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stable_sort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stable_sort
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Array_data_type#Index_origin


 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Program for heap sort 

#include<stdio.h>  

#include<conio.h>  

void heapsort(int a[],int n);  

void heapcreate(int a[],int n);  

void adjust(int a[],int n);  

int main()  

{  

int a[20],n,temp,i;  

printf("enter number of elements :");  

scanf("%d",&n);  

printf("enter the elements\n");  

for(i=0;i <n;i++)  

scanf("%d",&a[i]);  

heapsort(a,n);  

printf("sorted array is \n");  

for(i=0;i<n;i++)  

{  

printf("%d\n",a[i]);  

}  

getch();  

return(0);  

}  

void heapsort(int a[],int n)  

{  

int i,temp;  

heapcreate(a,n);  

for(i=n-1;i>0;i--)  

{  

temp=a[0];  

a[0]=a[i];  

a[i]=temp;  

adjust(a,i);  

}  



//return;  

}  

 

void heapcreate(int a[],int n)  

{  

int i,j,k,item;  

for(k=1;k  

{  

item=a[k];  

i=k;  

j=(i-1)/2;  

while(i>0&&item>a[j])  

{  

a[i]=a[j];  

i=j;  

j=(i-1)/2;  

}  

a[i]=item;  

}  

//return;  

}  

void adjust(int a[],int n)  

{  

int i,j,item;  

j=0;  

item=a[j];  

i=2*j+1;  

while(i<=n-1)  

{  

if(i+1<=n-1)  

if(a[i]  

i++ ;  

if(item  

{  

a[j]=a[i];  



j=i;  

i=2*j+1;  

}  

else  

break;  

}  

a[j]=item;  

//return;  

} 

 

Graph theory 

graph theory is the study of graphs, mathematical structures used to model pairwise 
relations between objects from a certain collection. A "graph" in this context is a 
collection of "vertices" or "nodes" and a collection of edges that connect pairs of 
vertices. A graph may be undirected, meaning that there is no distinction between the 
two vertices associated with each edge, or its edges may be directed from one vertex to 
another; see graph (mathematics) for more detailed definitions and for other variations 
in the types of graph that are commonly considered. Graphs are one of the prime objects 
of study in discrete mathematics. 

The graphs studied in graph theory should not be confused with the graphs of functions 
or other kinds of graphs. 

Graphs are among the most ubiquitous models of both natural and human-made 
structures. They can be used to model many types of relations and process dynamics in 
physical, biological[1] and social systems. Many problems of practical interest can be 
represented by graphs. 

In computer science, graphs are used to represent networks of communication, data 
organization, computational devices, the flow of computation, etc. One practical 
example: The link structure of a website could be represented by a directed graph. The 
vertices are the web pages available at the website and a directed edge from page A to 
page B exists if and only if A contains a link to B. A similar approach can be taken to 
problems in travel, biology, computer chip design, and many other fields. The 
development of algorithms to handle graphs is therefore of major interest in computer 
science. There, the transformation of graphs is often formalized and represented by 
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graph rewrite systems. They are either directly used or properties of the rewrite systems 
(e.g. confluence) are studied. Complementary to graph transformation systems 
focussing on rule-based in-memory manipulation of graphs are graph databases geared 
towards transaction-safe, persistent storing and querying of graph-structured data. 

Graph-theoretic methods, in various forms, have proven particularly useful in 
linguistics, since natural language often lends itself well to discrete structure. 
Traditionally, syntax and compositional semantics follow tree-based structures, whose 
expressive power lies in the Principle of Compositionality, modeled in a hierarchical 
graph. More contemporary approaches such as Head-driven phrase structure grammar 
(HPSG) model syntactic constructions via the unification of typed feature structures, 
which are directed acyclic graphs. Within lexical semantics, especially as applied to 
computers, modeling word meaning is easier when a given word is understood in terms 
of related words; semantic networks are therefore important in computational 
linguistics. Still other methods in phonology (e.g. Optimality Theory, which uses lattice 
graphs) and morphology (e.g. finite-state morphology, using finite-state transducers) are 
common in the analysis of language as a graph. Indeed, the usefulness of this area of 
mathematics to linguistics has borne organizations such as TextGraphs, as well as 
various 'Net' projects, such as WordNet, VerbNet, and others. 

Graph theory is also used to study molecules in chemistry and physics. In condensed 
matter physics, the three dimensional structure of complicated simulated atomic 
structures can be studied quantitatively by gathering statistics on graph-theoretic 
properties related to the topology of the atoms. For example, Franzblau's shortest-path 
(SP) rings. In chemistry a graph makes a natural model for a molecule, where vertices 
represent atoms and edges bonds. This approach is especially used in computer 
processing of molecular structures, ranging from chemical editors to database 
searching. In statistical physics, graphs can represent local connections between 
interacting parts of a system, as well as the dynamics of a physical process on such 
systems. 

Graph theory is also widely used in sociology as a way, for example, to measure actors' 
prestige or to explore diffusion mechanisms, notably through the use of social network 
analysis software. 

Likewise, graph theory is useful in biology and conservation efforts where a vertex can 
represent regions where certain species exist (or habitats) and the edges represent 
migration paths, or movement between the regions. This information is important when 
looking at breeding patterns or tracking the spread of disease, parasites or how changes 
to the movement can affect other species. 
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In mathematics, graphs are useful in geometry and certain parts of topology, e.g. Knot 
Theory. Algebraic graph theory has close links with group theory. 

A graph structure can be extended by assigning a weight to each edge of the graph. 
Graphs with weights, or weighted graphs, are used to represent structures in which 
pairwise connections have some numerical values. For example if a graph represents a 
road network, the weights could represent the length of each road. 

  

Linked list representation of the graph 

 

graph is yet another data structure that you can use to store information. Unlike 
trees, which have a strict hierarchical structure, graphs are more flexible.  

Consequences of graphs being more flexible are that (unlike trees) they can can have 
loops and parts may be disconnected.  

Here is a simple graph that stores letters:  

 

Graph Vocabulary 

The letters are held in what are called the vertices of the graph. Vertices can be 

connected to other vertices. A connection between 2 vertices is called an edge.  

This example graph is a directed graph. This just means that each edge in the graph is 
unidirectional, i.e., it goes from one vertex to another. For example, there is an edge 
from D to B, but there is in no edge representing the reverse relationship (from B to D).  

Also, all the vertices aren't connected in this example graph. I.e., there are connections 
between A, B, D and E, but there is no way to get to vertex C from any of those 
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vertices. Thus, A, B, D and E form their own component. A second component is made 
up of C and F.  

Uses 

Why would we want to store information in a graph? Well, some types of information 

are naturally represented in a graph.  

 

For example, the above graph could be viewed as a map of what cities are connected by 
train routes. Viewing it this way, each vertex represents a particular city and each edge 
represents whether there is a train route from one city to another. We can imagine that 
the edges are unidirectional since trains are only allowed to go in one direction on the 
tracks (a new government rule so trains don't crash into each other any more).  

Since the graph has different components, there are some cities that are not connected 
by train routes. For example, there is no way to get from city F to city D. However, just 
because a city is in a certain component, doesn't mean we can get to it from another city 
in the component. For example, we cannot get to city D starting from city B.  

Finally, the edges in our graph represent a very simple relationship, i.e., one city is 
connected to another. However, just as we can store information at vertices (e.g., the 
city name), we can also store information at each edge. For example, we might want to 
store the distance between cities at edges OR the time the trip takes OR the cost of the 
ticket OR all of those pieces of information.  

To keep our example simple, however, we'll just store information at the vertices, and 
not at edges.  

 



As mentioned, graphs are pretty generic data structures in that they can be used to 
represent lots of things. Thus, exactly what operations we'll want for a graph will 
depend on what we want to do with it.  

Suppose we want the following operations:  

 AddVertex: 

Adds a new vertex to the graph.  

For example, suppose there is a new city we want to add to our map of train 
routes. AddVertex(graph, G) would give:  

 

 AddEdge: 

Adds a new directed edge to the graph.  

For example, adding the city was not enough, we also need to say how the rail 
lines connect it to other cities. Thus, we might do an AddEdge(graph, C, G), 
giving:  

 

(an edge from C to G).  



 IsReachable: 

Reports whether we can get there from here.  

For example, we might want to know whether we can get to city E from city A:  

IsReachable(graph, E, A) would report a true value.  

Again, we might want to know whether we can get to city D from city E:  

IsReachable(graph, D, E) would report a false value.  

 

Array representation of the graph 

Array representations have the advantage that each element of the array is 
directly accessible, while linked representations are dynamic and can be 
expanded as needed. In this segment you will learn how an undirected graph is 
represented using an adjacency matrix--an array.  

When you start the visualization you will notice a depiction of the undirected 
graph at the left and its corresponding adjacency matrix at the right. For each 
edge connecting two nodes, a and b, of the graph, two cells of the matrix, cell a,b 
and cell b, a correspond to this edge. 

Adjacency Matrices 

Graphs G = (V, E) can be represented by adjacency matrices G[v1..v|V |, 
v1..v|V |], where the rows and columns are indexed by the nodes, and the entries 
G[vi, vj] represent the edges. In the case of unlabeled graphs, the entries are just 
boolean values.  

 

 
A B C D 

A 0  1  1  1  

B 1  0  0  1  

C 1  0  0  1  

D 1  1  1  0  
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In case of labeled graphs, the labels themselves may be introduced into the 
entries.  

 

 
A B C D 

A  10 4  1  

B    15 

C    9  

D     

 

Adjacency matrices require O(|V |2) space, and so they are space-efficient only 
when they are dense (that is, when the graphs have many edges). Time-wise, the 
adjacency matrices allow easy addition and deletion of edges.  

 

 

Depth First Search 

Graph Traversal 

14.1 Depth-First Traversal 

algorithm  dft(x)  
   visit(x)  
   FOR each y such that (x,y) is an edge DO  
     IF y was not visited yet THEN  
        dft(y)  

A recursive algorithm implicitly recording a “backtracking” path from the root to 
the node currently under consideration 

A recursive algorithm implicitly recording a “backtracking” path from the root to the 
node currently under consideration  
 

 

 

Breadth-First Traversal 
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Visit the nodes at level i before the nodes of level i+1.  

visit(start node)  

queue <- start node  

WHILE queue is nor empty DO  

  x <- queue  

  FOR each y such that (x,y) is an edge  

                  and y has not been visited yet DO  

    visit(y)  

    queue <- y  

  END  

END  

Hashing 

Hashing is the transformation of a string of characters into a usually shorter 
fixed-length value or key that represents the original string. Hashing is used to 
index and retrieve items in a database because it is faster to find the item using 
the shorter hashed key than to find it using the original value. It is also used in 
many encryption algorithms. 

As a simple example of the using of hashing in databases, a group of people 
could be arranged in a database like this: 

Abernathy, Sara Epperdingle, Roscoe Moore, Wilfred Smith, David (and many 
more sorted into alphabetical order) 

Each of these names would be the key in the database for that person's data. A 
database search mechanism would first have to start looking character-by-
character across the name for matches until it found the match (or ruled the other 
entries out). But if each of the names were hashed, it might be possible 
(depending on the number of names in the database) to generate a unique four-
digit key for each name. For example: 
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7864 Abernathy, Sara 9802 Epperdingle, Roscoe 1990 Moore, Wilfred 8822 
Smith, David (and so forth) 

A search for any name would first consist of computing the hash value (using the 
same hash function used to store the item) and then comparing for a match using 
that value. It would, in general, be much faster to find a match across four digits, 
each having only 10 possibilities, than across an unpredictable value length 
where each character had 26 possibilities. 

The hashing algorithm is called the hash function-- probably the term is derived 
from the idea that the resulting hash value can be thought of as a "mixed up" 
version of the represented value.  

In addition to faster data retrieval, hashing is also used to encrypt and decrypt 
digital signatures (used to authenticate message senders and receivers). The 
digital signature is transformed with the hash function and then both the hashed 
value (known as a message-digest) and the signature are sent in separate 
transmissions to the receiver. Using the same hash function as the sender, the 
receiver derives a message-digest from the signature and compares it with the 
message-digest it also received. (They should be the same.)  

The hash function is used to index the original value or key and then used later 
each time the data associated with the value or key is to be retrieved. Thus, 
hashing is always a one-way operation. There's no need to "reverse engineer" the 
hash function by analyzing the hashed values. In fact, the ideal hash function 
can't be derived by such analysis. A good hash function also should not produce 
the same hash value from two different inputs. If it does, this is known as a 
collision. A hash function that offers an extremely low risk of collision may be 
considered acceptable. 

Here are some relatively simple hash functions that have been used: 

Division-remainder method: The size of the number of items in the table is 
estimated. That number is then used as a divisor into each original value or key to 
extract a quotient and a remainder. The remainder is the hashed value. (Since this 
method is liable to produce a number of collisions, any search mechanism would 
have to be able to recognize a collision and offer an alternate search mechanism.) 

Folding method: This method divides the original value (digits in this case) into 
several parts, adds the parts together, and then uses the last four digits (or some other 
arbitrary number of digits that will work ) as the hashed value or key. 
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Radix transformation method: Where the value or key is digital, the number base (or 
radix) can be changed resulting in a different sequence of digits. (For example, a 
decimal numbered key could be transformed into a hexadecimal numbered key.) 
High-order digits could be discarded to fit a hash value of uniform length. 

Digit rearrangement method: This is simply taking part of the original value or key 
such as digits in positions 3 through 6, reversing their order, and then using that 
sequence of digits as the hash value or key. 

There are several well-known hash functions used in cryptography. These include 
the message-digest hash functions MD2, MD4, and MD5, used for hashing digital 
signatures into a shorter value called a message-digest, and the Secure Hash 
Algorithm (SHA), a standard algorithm, that makes a larger (60-bit) message digest 
and is similar to MD4. A hash function that works well for database storage and 
retrieval, however, might not work as for cryptographic or error-checking purposes. 

 

 

Radix Sort 

 

Radix Sort is a clever and intuitive little sorting algorithm. Radix Sort puts the 
elements in order by comparing the digits of the numbers. I will explain with an 
example. 

Consider the following 9 numbers: 

493   812   715   710   195   437   582   340   385 

We should start sorting by comparing and ordering the one's digits: 

Digit Sublist 
0   340 710 
1   
2   812 582 
3   493 
4   
5   715 195 
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385 
6   
7   437 
8   
9   

Notice that the numbers were added onto the list in the order that they were found, 
which is why the numbers appear to be unsorted in each of the sublists above. Now, 
we gather the sublists (in order from the 0 sublist to the 9 sublist) into the main list 
again: 

340   710   812   582   493   715   195   385   437 

Note: The order in which we divide and reassemble the list is extremely important, 
as this is one of the foundations of this algorithm. 

Now, the sublists are created again, this time based on the ten's digit: 

Digit Sublist 
0   

1 
  710 812 
715 

2   
3   437 
4   340 
5   
6   
7   
8   582 385 
9   493 195 

Now the sublists are gathered in order from 0 to 9: 

710   812   715   437   340   582   385   493   195 

Finally, the sublists are created according to the hundred's digit: 

Digit Sublist 
0   
1   195 



2   
3   340 385 
4   437 493 
5   582 
6   
7   710 715 
8   812 
9   

At last, the list is gathered up again: 

195   340   385   437   493   582   710   715   812 

And now we have a fully sorted array! Radix Sort is very simple, and a computer 
can do it fast. When it is programmed properly, Radix Sort is in fact one of the 
fastest sorting algorithms for numbers or strings of letters. 

 

Disadvantages 

Still, there are some tradeoffs for Radix Sort that can make it less preferable than 
other sorts. 

The speed of Radix Sort largely depends on the inner basic operations, and if the 
operations are not efficient enough, Radix Sort can be slower than some other 
algorithms such as Quick Sort and Merge Sort. These operations include the insert 
and delete functions of the sublists and the process of isolating the digit you want. 

In the example above, the numbers were all of equal length, but many times, this is 
not the case. If the numbers are not of the same length, then a test is needed to check 
for additional digits that need sorting. This can be one of the slowest parts of Radix 
Sort, and it is one of the hardest to make efficient. 

Radix Sort can also take up more space than other sorting algorithms, since in 
addition to the array that will be sorted, you need to have a sublist for each of the 
possible digits or letters. If you are sorting pure English words, you will need at least 
26 different sublists, and if you are sorting alphanumeric words or sentences, you 
will probably need more than 40 sublists in all! 



Since Radix Sort depends on the digits or letters, Radix Sort is also much less 
flexible than other sorts. For every different type of data, Radix Sort needs to be 
rewritten, and if the sorting order changes, the sort needs to be rewritten again. In 
short, Radix Sort takes more time to write, and it is very difficult to write a general 
purpose Radix Sort that can handle all kinds of data. 

For many programs that need a fast sort, Radix Sort is a good choice. Still, there are 
faster sorts, which is one reason why Radix Sort is not used as much as some other 
sorts. 

 

 

 

********************* 
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